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This research aims at increasing the accuracy and precision of characterising acoustic
materials by adapting well-known techniques developed for the radio-frequency
domain to the acoustic domain.
Two novel methods are developed with different approaches for determining
the reflectivity of materials: computationally and physically.
The first method is a advancement of the current “industry standard”, the
impedance tube, by using additional microphones and error correcting methods.
A vector network analyser (VNA) is used as the data acquisition component with
the aim of developing a module to allow the device to measure in the acoustic
domain. The multi-microphone method employs the use of a mathematical model
of the acoustics with the impedance tube to computationally solve for the unknown
acoustic properties. The method is found to contain multiple sources of error at each
stage of the process which makes reliable calibration and measurement difficult.
The advantage of using a VNA is lost due to the inclusion of non-systematic error.
The second method uses wave superposition to form directional couplers to
determine the reflectivity. This method allows for a more robust calibration routine
as the error is systematic and can be corrected using intelligent procedures and
measurement standards. The measurement accuracy was found to be±1.5 dB over a
frequency range from 800 to 2200 Hz. The device is used to characterise the acoustic
properties of pasture in order to aid the development of pasture meters. Pasture was





This research stems from the need of Gallagher Group Ltd to characterise the acoustic
properties of pasture to assist in the possible development of a pasture meter, the
details of which are commercial sensitive. I thought the project was interesting given
the diverse range of elements involved in solving the problem: mechanical and
electronic design, construction, software development, simulation, mathematics,
physics, and biology. I had been inspired to start this project after working overseas
on developing devices that measured the structural integrity of pipelines using
acoustics in the petrochemical industry.
The problem of developing a device to characterise an acoustic element seemed
to share many similarities to developing the VNA during the RF boom in the 1940s.
Firstly, an attempt was made to adapt a VNA to allow it to measure sound and
soon branched into multiple devices utilising multiple measurement techniques.
I have ended up learning and developing a much broader range of topics and
projects than the initial scope of this PhD.
Writing this thesis has been a battle of attrition. In hindsight I would have taken
different approaches to this project, however in doing so, would have missed many
of valuable lessons along the way. I hope that further research can be done in the
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There are a number of original contributions to the field of acoustic characterisation
and calibration in this thesis.
The major contribution of this thesis is the realisation of an acoustic vector
network analyser (AVNA) using a directional coupler and calibration standards.
The initial idea to use a directional coupler in the acoustic domain was my chief
supervisor’s, Jonathan Scott, based on having a vast amount of experience using
them in the radio frequency (RF) industry. The design and construction of the AVNA
system, including the calibration standards, are my own.
The compensation algorithm and methods used to collect and process the meas-
ured data for the impedance tube method are novel, as well as this particular
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This chapter provides an overview of the current methods and calibration techniques
in the literature to measure various useful acoustic properties. Section 1.1 explores
the methods used to measure acoustic impedance and explains the limitations and
advantages of each. Section 1.2 presents details on the similar techniques used in the
radio frequency domain and the extensive research that has been done in this area
to solve the calibration problems. Section 1.3 describes the operation and purpose of
a vector network analyser (VNA).
1.1 Acoustic Impedance Measurement Methods
The ability to fully characterise the interaction of sound with objects or materials
has a wide range of applications, including sound absorption materials, musical
instruments [1], speaker enclosures, exhaust systems [2–4], ear canals [5], and
vegetation [6–10].
A simple approach to characterise a material is to direct a sound wave of a
specific frequency toward the surface of the material and observe the results. A
portion of the incident travelling wave will be reflected, a portion absorbed within
the material, and a portion transmitted through the other side of the material. The
ratio of these portions can provide useful information about the behaviour of the
material at that frequency, such as the attenuation constant and acoustic impedance.
Acoustic impedance Z is a commonly used parameter to describe the acoustic
1


















Figure 1.1: Diagram of the types of impedance measurement setups.





where p is the pressure andU is the volume velocity. Acoustic impedance can be
used to determine the reflection and transmission of sound waves at interfaces if the





for a wave travelling from medium 1 to medium 2 [11]. The proof is presented in
Appendix A.1.
Techniques and instruments for measurement of acoustic impedance have been
around for decades; the advances have been heavily dependent on the available
electronics and computing technology of the time. Increasing the accuracy, precision,
and speed of measurement are in constant development with many different hard-
ware setups, techniques, and calibration procedures available. Benade and Ibisi [12];
Dalmont [13]; and Tao and Seybert [4] have performed literature reviews on this
subject. An overview of the acoustic setup types is shown in Figure 1.1.
Acoustic impedance measurement types can generally categorised by their use
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of either spherical or plane waves.
Spherical methods [8, 14, 15] employ the use of anechoic chambers or reverbera-
tion rooms and microphones are spatially arranged to measure the absorption and
reflection properties of materials or objects. These methods take measurements from
various directions and positions (depending on the application), not just normal to
the surface of the material. In some cases, it may not be practical to move large com-
plex objects into a laboratory for measurement; spherical methods can be performed
in situ. These methods can also be useful when characterising anisotropic materials
(i.e., materials that have properties which are dependant on direction) as their shape
produce complex sound interactions. Calibration and repeatability is often difficult
due to uncontrolled environment [16].
Plane waves are formed by transmitting sound through a straight rigid tube
with a width that is smaller than the wavelength of interest, preventing sound
waves from becoming multi-modal. The rigid tube is an acoustic transmission line,
often called an “impedance tube”. Testing a sample within the impedance tube has
multiple advantages: this only requires a relatively small sample of material, saving
costs; this does not require an anechoic chamber, saving space; and it is more easily
calibrated due to the increased repeatability.
There are four methods used to determine the magnitude and phase of the
incident and reflected waveforms: impedance divider method, standing-wave
method, time-domain reflectometry (TDR), and acoustic directional coupling. The
impedance divider method simplifies the problem by reducing the length of the
impedance tube to minimise the effect of standing waves. The standing-wave
method deduces the travelling waves from standing-wave pattern. The TDR method
separates the waves in the time domain by only using a brief signal and measuring
the waveforms separately. The directional coupling method physically separates the
waveforms using geometry. These methods are further explained in the following
sections.
1.1.1 Impedance Divider Methods
The impedance divider methods were one of the earliest methods to determine
acoustic impedance, dating back to the late ’40s [17, 18]. One implementation
uses a sound driver and a microphone separated by a high impedance (narrow
tube), shown in Figure 1.2 . When ZL  Zlarge, this setup effectively produces a
constant velocity source (analogous to a current source in the electrical domain).
Given that the particle velocity is constant, equation 1.1 shows that the measured
pressure is directly proportional to the unknown impedance. This relationship is
advantageous as it does not require the use of computers. However, the presence of





Figure 1.2: Left: Diagram of an impedance divider method. A high impedance load
(narrow tube) separates the sound driver and the unknown load ZL. Right: The
electronic equivalent circuit to the acoustic setup with the voltage source replacing











Figure 1.3: Left: Acoustic impedance divider setup. Two microphones are separated
by a load of known impedance. Right: The electronic equivalent circuit to the
acoustic setup.
standing waves in the tube will cause inaccurate impedance measurements due to
the pressure fluctuations. To minimise this effect, the wavelengths must be much
greater than length of the tube. Also, the magnitude of the signal in the second
chamber is small due to the narrow capillary tube. This increases the difficulty in
isolating noise from the environment and stray noise from the first chamber which
will degrade the precision and accuracy.
To summarise, there are three major limitations with this approach: it cannot
measure high impedance loads; it is only useful at low frequencies; and it has a low
signal-to-noise ratio.
In 1993, de Block and van den Brink [19] used the impedance divider method
using two microphones separated by a known impedance, shown in Figure 1.3. The
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This method is analogous to a voltage divider in the electronic domain, where the





Zknown is realised by empirically adjusting packed wool layers so that it is equal to
Z0 − Zsource , where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the impedance tube and
Zsource is the impedance of the acoustic driver. Under this condition the device would
be matched, although explicit details on how de Blok and van den Brink achieved
the matching of this impedance are not given in their manuscript. This method
also has a low maximum working frequency (100 Hz) because of the requirement to
avoid multi-modal waves. The advantage of this system is at low frequencies where
standing-wave methods will be seen to require impedance tubes greater than ten
metres.
1.1.2 Standing-Wave Method
The standing-wave method involves measuring the standing-wave pattern caused
by the superposition of the incident and reflected plane waves formed in an imped-
ance tube. An introduction and overview of the existing literature of the standing-
wave method and its various forms are provided in this section; we will look at this
in more depth in Chapter 2 and devise several original techniques to improve upon
the method.
Historically, the traversing-microphone method was used to determine the
standing-wave ratio which does not require computers to calculate acoustic imped-
ance. In 1953, Lippert [20] discusses the standing-wave pattern and a technique to
measure it with probe microphone having multiple tube orifices.
Traversing-microphone Method
The traversing-microphone method [21–23] uses an impedance tube with a sound
source and load at either end. A probe tube microphone and sound source are
positioned in such a way to allow the tip of the microphone to traverse along
the tube, shown in Figure 1.4. Measurements are made to find the position and
magnitude of the maxima and minima of the standing wave (Figure 1.5). It is of
interest to note that the distance between the minima (and maxima) is always λ/2,
and the maxima are positioned half way between. Note that in Figure 1.5 the minima
of the standing-wave pattern are predicted as having unequal depths. The change
in the minima magnitude is not due to the acoustic load, but the attenuation of the
impedance tube. An ideal impedance tube would have equal minima magnitudes.
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Figure 1.5: Representation of a standing wave pattern in an impedance tube. The
position of the first minima xmin,1, the magnitude of the maxima |pmax|, and minima
|pmin| are shown.





The magnitude of the maxima and minima can be expressed as
|pmax| = |pi|+ |pr|
= |pi|+ |Γpi|
= |pi|(1 + |Γ |)
(1.7)
and
|pmin| = |pi|− |pr|
= |pi|− |Γpi|
= |pi|(1 − |Γ |).
(1.8)
Combining with equation 1.6 and rearranging for the reflection coefficient mag-
1International Organization for Standardization.
2American Society for Testing and Materials.
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The phase φ of the reflection can also be determined from the position of the first








where λ is the wavelength.
The traversing-microphone method has three major limitations:
• It is laborious and time consuming, as the microphone must be manually
moved to find the maxima and minima for each frequency.
• The length of the impedance tube must be at least one half the wavelength of
interest, implying that measurement at a low frequency would require a large
setup.
• The microphone is obstructing the sound field in the impedance tube which
causes measurement errors.
Fixed-microphone Methods
The physical interference of the traversing microphone can be minimised using two
fixed sensors, mounted flush, through the impedance tube wall. This also removes
the need to manually move the microphone. The drawback is that the microphones
will not be in the correct position to measure the maxima and minima across a range
of frequencies. In principle this is not necessary.
Given the relationship in equation 1.1, a microphone (pressure sensor) can be
substituted for a device to measure the volume velocity of the air through a cross-
section of the tube, commonly called a “volume velocity sensor”.
In 1996, de Bree et al. [24] invented a new sensor for volume velocity called
the microflown (stylised as µ-flown). A hot wire anemometer was used by Pratt et
al [25] with some success.
Volume velocity and pressure setups [15, 26] succumb to similar effects as the
traversing microphone, that is, the sensor physically interferes with the sound field.
The combination of two sensor types also requires an additional step to calibrate the
relationship between the measured voltages. This method is uncommon for these
reasons, so most configurations utilise two or more pressure sensors in a variety of
arrangements.
Two-microphone methods [1, 3, 8, 9, 13, 16, 19, 27–41], shown in Figure 1.6 (a), are
the most commonly used. This method attempts to determine the same standing
wave parameters found in the traversing-microphone method, but they must be




Figure 1.6: Diagram of various standing-wave methods. (a) Two-microphone. (b)
Three-microphone. (c) Multi-microphone.
calculated rather than directly measured. A series of equations representing the
forward and reverse travelling waves at the two measurement positions can be
formed, given that the positions of the microphones are known precisely with
respect to the measurement plane. These equations are resolved to find the complex
reflection coefficient of the device under test (DUT).
Two variations of the calculation are found in the literature: the “transfer-
function” method [33] and the “wave decomposition” theory [11]. Both of these
methods ultimately yield exactly the same result but use different notation to resolve
the simultaneous equations.
The transfer-function method takes less steps to determine the answer by simply
applying transfer matrices of bundled parameters. However, the abstract nature of
these matrices means that it is not intuitive. The wave decomposition theory will be
used throughout this thesis as it can easily be adapted to many set-ups and even the
radio frequency (RF) domain.
In 1977, Seybert and Ross [16] introduced the two-microphone method. They
used Gaussian white noise to drive the sound source and two wall-mounted mi-
crophones were used to capture the acoustic spectra. The data is then Fourier
transformed to the frequency domain and averaged. A third microphone was added
downstream of the DUT to measure the transmission loss. Attenuation in the tube is
assumed negligible due to the close microphone spacing. The differences in micro-
phone sensitivity and phase were corrected by flush-mounting the microphones on a
plate at the end of the impedance tube. An offset short, an offset open, and a muffler
were measured. The method is shown to break down at frequencies corresponding
to half wavelength intervals due to ill conditioned equations. At these intervals the
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equations contain redundant data because the measurement positions are effectively
measuring the same position, which becomes unsolvable.
In 1980, Chung and Blaser [28, 29] developed a calibration procedure where
the microphone positions are switched in order to correct phase and magnitude
differences between the microphones. In the experiments, an additional microphone
is added in the same x-axis location as microphone One. Noise is purposely added
to one of the microphones signal to test the systems susceptibility to noise. A 19 mm
thickness foam and an open were measured. The accuracy of this method was found
to be comparable to the standing-wave methods, but about 40 times faster. It was
found that the distance from the surface of the test sample to the nearest microphone
should be kept to a minimum, but greater than 10 mm in their case. This is likely
due to the turbulence close to porous materials - what RF people call “evanescent
modes”.
In 1983, Smith and Parrott [42] evaluated the two measurement techniques
used to measure material samples, the two-thickness method and the two-cavity
method. The method attempts to determine the material measurement from the
cavity by changing the dimensions of one out of two separate measurements. The
two-thickness method measures the material at a single thickness, then with a
doubled thickness sample. The two-cavity method uses one sample of material
but changes the length of the cavity behind the sample. The two-cavity method
was found superior as it was faster to replace the cavity than attach an additional
material thickness. The method was also advantageous as it did not have contact
with the original sample and cause positional errors.
In 1986, Chu [31] identified the assumption of no impedance tube attenuation in
Chung and Blaser’s and Seybert and Ross’ method. Chu calculated that a 1% error
in the measurement of the reflection coefficient would result in an error of 8.5% for
the absorption coefficient.
In 1986, Bodén and Åbom [30] investigated the influence of some errors on the
two-microphone method by numerical simulation and experimental measurement.
In the case of using a broadband acoustic source, they find that the error caused by
inadequate spectral resolution can be reduced by decreasing the impedance tube
length and keeping the distance between the microphone and the acoustic element
small. However, the system breaks down as the distance between the microphones
approaches zero. They concluded that the length of the impedance tube should be
kept short (5-10 duct diameters) and the source impedance should be well matched
to avoid reflections. A typical accuracy of±0.5 mm with a millimetre rule to measure
the microphone positions result in a relative error of less than 1% for separation
distances over 50 mm.
In 1989, Jones and Parrott [43] evaluated the two-microphone method and found
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that two microphones can achieve measurements at some frequencies which fulfil
conditions. They also explored the use of additional microphones to improve
accuracy, which are most accurate when evenly spaced across a half-wavelength.
In 1990, Gibiat and Laloë [1] introduced a calibration routine for the two-
microphone method which used a ’short’ and two ’offset-shorts’. The short is
a solid cover on the end of the impedance tube which ideally has a reflection coeffi-
cient of 1. The offset short is a short with a section of impedance tube which adds
phase shift and allows for a wider usable frequency range.This calibration routine
corrected several sources of systematic error caused by geometrical imperfections of
the measurement device or the microphones.
In 1990, McIntosh et al. [44] used an extra measurement position in a cavity
downstream of the unknown material to determine the acoustic loss, shown in
Figure 1.6 (b). They found that for accurate measurement of propagation constant,
characteristic admittance, and bulk modulus – the sample thickness must be approx-
imately a wavelength or more. Thinner thicknesses give accurate measurements of
finite amplitude flow impedance.
In 1991, Champoux and Stinson [45] used a similar technique to McIntosh et al.
but had an improved accuracy when measuring highly resistive loads.
In 1991, Chu [46] compared the accuracy between using a Gaussian noise or a
pure sine-wave sound source. It was found that the pure sine-wave source had better
accuracy. Multiple microphones were also tested. A least-squares fit technique was
developed with the additional microphones. It was found that the positions of the
microphones play a significant role in the precision of the acoustic measurements.
Arbitrary microphone spacing, as earlier suggested, is not well optimised over the
full working frequency range.
In 1992, de Blok and van den Brink [21] explored the characterisation of unknown
acoustic elements and the ability to characterise without the knowledge of the
internal structure. This theory can be extended to N-port setups.
In 2000, Song and Bolton [47] used a pair of two-microphone setups to form
a two-port acoustic measurement system. They used the system to characterise
porous materials with fewer measurements by using the reciprocity of homogeneous
and isotropic materials. The assumption limits the use of this method from being
used on asymmetrical materials or ports.
In 2001, Dalmont [48] presented a calibration technique for methods utilising
constant-velocity sources using multiple “offset shorts” (known length tubes with
a sealed reflective termination). The frequency is swept until the system resonates
due to the offset shorts. This technique is independent of temperature related
error due to not relying on a known wave number. However, this technique only
yields calibrated data for every resonant harmonic; any frequency between must be
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Figure 1.7: Diagram of a time-domain reflectometer.
interpolated.
In 2005, Ho et al. [49] developed a two-port system with four microphones
similar to Song and Bolton. The system was also limited to symmetrical materials.
In 2009, Salissou and Panneton [50] tested several two-microphone and four-
microphone methods from the literature for comparison. They also proposed an
improved version of Ho et al. by accounting for asymmetrical materials.
In 2009, Song and Bolton [47] used the two-microphone method to estimate
the impedance and characterisation of porous materials, although it is limited to
isotropic materials.
Three [44, 48, 51, 52] and four-microphone methods [47, 49–51] use extra micro-
phones to over-determine the system of simultaneous equations. Multi-microphone
methods [53–57], shown in Figure 1.6 (c), provide a wider working frequency range,
and greater accuracy by reducing dependence on the precision of each microphone.
One notable example of this method is Price [55] who uses six microphones in
the impedance tube to determine the magnitude and phase of the travelling waves.
A custom made jig to compensating the microphones is used and the microphones
are measured simultaneously with a Presonus digitiser. This implementation of
the standing-wave method appears to be well designed and is shown to measure
an open-ended tube with good accuracy. The multi-microphone method is further
explored in Chapter 2.
Brüel & Kjær commercially produce an impedance tube [41] utilising the two-
microphone transfer function [58], which has been used by many researchers [8, 47,
53] in the field.
1.1.3 Time-domain Reflectometry
Both spherical and planar systems can take advantage of Time-domain Reflectometry
(TDR) [5,38,59]. This technique transmits a brief signal or impulse and measures the
resulting waveform at a position in the system over time. A single microphone is
used as shown in Figure 1.7 using an impedance tube. The incident waveform must
be brief so that the microphone can measure the waveforms separately without any
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overlap.
The duration the signal takes to travel from the microphone to the test element
and back to the microphone is dependant on the speed of sound c in the medium





In order to separate the signals, the system must compromise between the length
of the tube and the duration of the signal. The accuracy of the measurement is
dependant on the signal-to-noise ratio of the returning signal. If the tube it too long,
the signal will attenuate and the returning signal will be too weak. If the signal
duration is too brief there will not be enough energy for analysis.
The positions of acoustic impedance changes along the tube, or in the test port,
can be determined from the reflected waveform if the speed of sound is known. If
an impulse is used then the acoustic impedance at each frequency can also be found
by applying a Fourier transform to the reflected response [59].
In 2007, Lefebvre et al. [59] developed a TDR and compared it to the two-
microphone method of Seybert and Ross. The calibration method simply measures
the unknown port then normalises with the response of a rigid termination. The
method is found to be fast but requires a long tube and is inaccurate at high frequen-
cies due to attenuation.
1.1.4 Acoustic Directional Coupler
Another method of determining the magnitude and phase of the travelling waves is
to use a directional coupler. This method uses a branch-guide coupler to physically
separate a proportion of each wave to be measured. The difficulty with this method
is that branch-guide couplers are far from ideal even at the designed frequency of
interest. As the frequency range of the device is extended this problem is exacerbated.
A method to correct the errors in the acoustic directional coupler has not yet been
found in the literature. We discuss a novel solution further in Chapter 3 as the main
contribution of this thesis.
1.2 Comparison with the Radio Frequency Domain
In the radio frequency domain there is a need to characterise electrical networks to
determine their effects on a signal. This characterisation allows designers to build
and optimise larger electrical systems with the knowledge of how components will
behave. The vector network analyser (VNA) is a commonly used tool to measure
impedance in the electrical domain, similar to the acoustic directional coupler






Figure 1.8: Two-port S-parameters.
previously mentioned. Passive electrical components such as resistors, capacitors,
and inductors all have equivalent acoustic counterparts. The similarity between the
two domains was found to be sufficient to warrant an investigation if any of the
technologies developed by the heavily funded microwave electronics industry could
be applied to acoustics. This section covers the prerequisite knowledge relating to
the VNA and its development.
1.2.1 Scattering Parameters
Electromagnetic waves are commonly propagated through transmission lines such
as coaxial cable or waveguide (much like sound in an impedance tube). When the
wave travels through an impedance change, part of the wave is reflected, and part
is transmitted. Scattering parameters (also known as S-parameters) describe the
reflection and transmission of these waves, where the reflection coefficient of port
one is







The s-parameters for a two-port load are shown in Figure 1.8 . The complex
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Figure 1.9: Slotted-line and moveable detector. [61]





Appendix D provides further detail on S-parameters and signal flow graphs.
The impedance of the load can be determined if the characteristic impedance of





1.2.2 Slotted Line Method
Dr. Rohde and Dr. Schwarz founded Rohde & Schwarz in 1933. One of their early
products was a slotted-line device which uses the standing wave theory similar
to that described in Section 1.1.2 [60]. The slotted-line is a section of waveguide
or coaxial with a long narrow slot cut down the length of one side. A moveable
detector slides along the length of the waveguide to measure the magnitude of the
electromagnetic wave inside. Figure 1.9 shows a photograph of a slotted-line and
moveable detector. In the electromagnetic domain the radiation does not escape due
to there not being an electric field perpendicular to the slot [62]. The same effect can
not be utilised in sound due to the different propagation physics. The slotted-line
device has the disadvantage that measurements must be made with one frequency
at a time and is laborious. This device has all but disappear in the modern day.






Figure 1.10: Cross-section of a two-aperture directional coupler. The input wave
travels in the main line from P1 (input port) to P2 (transmitted port). The waves
travelling through the aperture towards P3 (coupled port) are in phase so they
constructively interfere. Whereas the waves travelling towards P4 (isolated port)
are λ/2 out of phase and cancel.
1.2.3 Directional Coupler
A directional coupler is a device used to separate a proportion of the waves travelling
in one direction to a secondary circuit, often used for measurement. A directional
coupler implemented in waveguide has two lines coupled together, the main line
and the coupled line, with a series of apertures λ/4 apart. Figure 1.10 shows a simple
two-aperture coupler. Waves in the coupling line travelling in the same direction as
the main line constructively interfere, whereas the reverse cancel.
Directivity is a measure of how much separation there is between the forward
and reverse waves in the coupling line i.e. P3/P4. The directivity is greatest at the
design frequency (shown in Figure 1.11) and rolls off at other frequencies as the
reverse wave becomes larger. The coupler has ideal directionality at wavelength
multiples, when the distance between apertures is λ(n+ 14). The coupler also reverses
directionality when the distance between apertures is λ(n+ 12).
The earliest directional couplers first began to appear in the 1920s and 1930s for
wire and coaxial lines [63]. These were typically only used as power-splitters which
did not require high directivity.
In 1959, Levy [64] presented a method to design directional couplers using
Chebyshev filters to achieve high directivity over wide bandwidths. Near ideal
directivity at one frequency is sacrificed for a sufficient directivity over a wide
bandwidth.





















Figure 1.11: Theoretical directivity of a two-aperture coupler designed for 1 kHz.
The first harmonic is shown at 3 kHz.
1.3 Vector Network Analyser
After the slotted-line there was a push for devices which measured impedance with
increased automation and speed. An alternate technique to the standing wave theory
is to separate the forward and reverse waves with a directional coupler. A small
proportion of the forward signal is directed to the coupled port of the coupling line.
The magnitude and phase of forward wave is determined from the measurement of
this port, with some prior knowledge of the coupler’s characteristics.
The difficulty before the 1950s was generating a stable reference oscillator that
could be swept over a wide range of frequencies and measuring the phase differences
with a high degree of accuracy. In 1951, Epsztein [65] patented the m-type backward
wave oscillator (BWO) which allowed voltage-controlled frequency generation of
over an octave.
In the early 1950s Rohde & Schwarz released the first VNA they called a ‘Z-
g-diagraph’, capable of measuring magnitude and phase of S-parameters up to
300 MHz. In 1954 the Z-g-diagraph reached frequencies of 2.4 GHz.
By 1967 the advancement of microelectronics allowed a computer to be connected
to the HP 8540 for calibration, the first automatic error corrected VNA [66]. This
prompted the development of error correction algorithms to improve accuracy.
The ‘Short-Open-Load-Thru’ (SOLT) method was one of the earliest methods
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and is still commonly used. The method employs the use of multiple calibration
standards which are measured by the VNA to determine the bias errors of the device
itself. These errors are then corrected after a measurement of a DUT is performed.
The short and open calibration standards behave differently in the acoustic domain
compared to the RF domain. An RF short has a π phase shift as Ohm’s law states
that the voltage across the short will be zero. An acoustic short is a solid wall on the
end of the impedance tube which is an infinite impedance resulting in a reflection
coefficient with no phase shift. Further detail is provided in Chapter 4.
In 1979, Engen and Hoer [67] introduced the ‘Thru-Reflect-Line’ (TRL) calibration
technique. The technique is particularly useful for applications with immobile test
ports, such as wafer probing and waveguide [68]. Today it is still considered one of
the highest quality error correction methods [69].
The ‘unknown thru’ calibration technique was developed in 1992 by Ferrero and
Pisani [70]. As the name implies, the technique does not require the impedance of




This chapter explores the use of impedance tubes to measure the reflectivity of
acoustic loads with standing-waves. In Section 2.1, the underlying standing-wave
theory is explained and aspects are shown which can be exploited with a numerical
fit of multiple measurement positions. An overview of early methods using the
standing wave pattern is presented in Section 2.2. Section 2.4 discusses the design
and construction of an original impedance tube measurement system, outlining the
hardware used and the reasoning behind it. Measurements are then taken in Section
2.6 as a consistency check and an investigation into the sources of error takes place
in Section 2.8.
2.1 Theory
This section shows the connection between the standing-wave pattern and the
reflection coefficient of the load.
2.1.1 Travelling Waves
An accurate model of the measured sound pressure must be developed in order to
decompose the standing wave into the constituent travelling plane waves.
The general form for the sound pressure, p, of a single travelling wave can be
19






Figure 2.1: Two-microphone impedance tube showing the incident and reflected
travelling waves. The load is ZL.
represented at any point on the x-axis and time, t, by







A is the amplitude;
ω is the angular frequency;
φ is the phase shift;
c is the speed of sound;
α is the attenuation constant.
LettingA = Aejφ and droppingωt, by using the phasor representation, the pressure







respectively. Figure 2.1 is a diagram showing the relationship between the travelling
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where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the impedance tube. An obvious, but
important, note to make is that the reflection coefficient of the load is the ratio of
reflected to incident sound waves. The impedance of the load can also be determined
from this ratio if the characteristic impedance of the tube is known. Measuring
the magnitude and phase of the incident and reflected waves is difficult as they
become superimposed in the impedance tube for signal durations longer than a few
milliseconds, depending on the setup. The superposition of the waves creates a
pattern unique to the magnitude and phase of the waves, called a standing wave
pattern.
2.1.2 Standing Waves
Standing wave patterns are a phenomenon caused by the interference of two waves
travelling in opposite directions. Periodic maxima and minima occur along the
length of the tube when a DUT with an impedance other than the characteristic
impedance is attached to the measurement port. The maxima and minima are spaced
one quarter wavelength apart and the phases of the travelling waves determines the
longitudinal shift of the pattern.
The standing wave patterns for a range of reflection coefficients are shown in
Figure 2.2. If the impedance tube has a characteristic impedance Z0 then Γ = 0,
Γ = 0.5, and Γ = 1 would be produced in the following conditions ZL = Z0,
ZL = 3Z0, and ZL = ∞, respectively.
Attenuation of the travelling waves inside the impedance tube also affects the
standing wave pattern as shown in Figure 2.3.
2.2 Early Methods Using the Standing Wave Ratio
Several early methods exist that use the standing wave method to then determine
the reflection coefficient or impedance of a load. They are relatively simple and
cheap methods for determining impedance but are laborious and time consuming.
Slotted-Line Method
The slotted-line method was used to measure the standing wave ratio in the RF
domain. The slotted line device consists of a section of waveguide with a long narrow
slot cut down the length of one of the sides. The slot allows for a measurement
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Figure 2.2: Various theoretical standing wave patterns at 1 kHz.
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Figure 2.3: Theoretical standing wave pattern at 1 kHz with an attenuation of 3 dB/m.





Figure 2.4: Diagram of the slotted line method. The measurement probe can be seen
at the top which can traverse within the slot. An example of the amplitude of a
standing wave is shown inside the impedance tube.
probe to be inserted and traversed to different positions of the waveguide, as shown
in Figure 2.4. The measurement probe is moved along the slot to find the maxima
and minima of the standing wave pattern. Once a maxima or minima is found, the
magnitude and the position measurement are recorded. The voltage standing wave













xmin,1 − π (2.8)
where xmin,1 is the distance to the first minimum from the DUT.
A similar method exists in the acoustic domain—the traversing-microphone
method.
Traversing-Microphone Method
The traversing probe microphone method was commonly used to determine the
acoustic impedance of a load. It required the use of a capillary tube inside the
impedance tube which was moved along the axis to find maxima and minima, while
reading the amplitude and position of the microphone. Figure 2.5 shows a diagram
of the traversing microphone setup.
The reflection coefficient is determined in the same manner as the slotted-line
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Figure 2.5: Diagram of the traversing microphone setup. The probe microphone can
move back and forth to measure different points of the standing wave.
method with equations 2.7 and 2.8.
The method suffers from error caused by the probe microphone interfering with
the wavefield inside the impedance tube. Measurements are also slow and tedious
as they must be made manually, one frequency at a time.
2.3 Multi-microphone Method
An alternate approach to the laborious earlier methods is to have multiple micro-
phones fixed in different positions along the impedance tube and try to reconstruct
the standing wave pattern from this information. This was all made possible by
the advancement of digital-to-analogue converters and microprocessors to remove
most of the manual aspects of measurement. A DUT could simply be attached to
the measurement port and the computer could quickly step through each of the
frequencies in a wide range and calculate the reflection coefficient.
The concept sounds promising but the difficulty lies in determining the standing
wave pattern with only limited arbitrary measurement positions, whereas the earlier
methods sought for measurements at the optimum positions.
The two-microphone method, as the name suggests, only uses two fixed micro-
phones. It has become a commonly used instrument for measuring the acoustic
impedance of materials and lumped-element networks since the 1970s [16].
In equation 2.5, the wavenumber, k; position, x; and the pressure, p, are all
known, the unknowns are the complex amplitudes of the travelling waves, Ai and
Ar. It is therefore theoretically possible to reconstruct the standing wave pattern
with complex measurements with only two different positions, so long as the sound
pressure measurements are unique.
The simultaneous equations for the measured sound pressures, p(x1) and p(x2),
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The reliance on only two microphones causes any errors in the pressure meas-
urements to become magnified when the reflection coefficient is calculated.
The multi-microphone method extends the same principles used in the two-
microphone method, however by adding additional measurement positions allows
for increased precision in determining the standing-wave parameters. The additional
microphones can also allow for more parameters, such as attenuation, to be included
into the standing-wave model to further increase accuracy.
2.3.1 Numerical Fit
The use of more measurement positions means that the series of simultaneous
equations becomes over-determined. The best solution is to use all the data with a
least-squares fit.
Matrix algebra is used to fit the standing-wave pattern to the measured data by
allowing the non-linear solver to vary the magnitude and phase of the forward and
reverse waves while attempting to minimise the least-squares error between the





The real and imaginary components of the error term is calculated by
errre = <(pfit − pmeas) (2.15)
and
errim = =(pfit − pmeas). (2.16)






Equation 2.17 is designed so that the calculated error for each microphone is nor-
malised by the mean of the measured and fitted magnitudes. This prevents the
fitting algorithm from biasing towards the large magnitude measurements—instead
favouring the more important anti-nodes. The fitting algorithm is run individually
for each step in the frequency sweep to determine the travelling waves and in turn
the acoustic impedance of the load. Refer to appendix F.2 for a detailed description
of the fitting algorithm.
Numerical Fit Verification
Ideal synthetic measurement data is fed into the numerical fit program to verify that
the fitting algorithm is behaving correctly. The expected measured pressures at six
positions when a load of infinite impedance is attached to the end of the impedance
tube. Figure 2.6 shows the calculated reflectivity which should theoretically be unity.
The deviation from unity below 100 Hz is because the wavelengths are so large that
only a small proportion of the standing wave pattern is measured.
A further test is to add noise to the data to simulate potentially noisy microphone
signals and check that the fitting algorithm converges to realistic values. Figure 2.7
shows the same test as Figure 2.6 but with 10% noise added to the data. The fitting
algorithm produces a result that has on average less than 10% error which indicates
the theory and fitting algorithm are working as expected.
2.4 Hardware
The hardware implementation of the theory is shown in Figure 2.8. An impedance
tube with multiple microphones are positioned along the length of the tube. A
sound driver is connected to one end and a coupling flange on the other. The loud
speaker is driven by a 40 W audio amplifier, with the VNA supplying the waveform
signal. A PC is interfaced with the VNA to control the input and output signals. The



















Figure 2.7: Reflection coefficient produced with the fitting algorithm on synthetic
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PC VNA
Figure 2.8: Block diagram of the hardware used in the impedance tube method.
VNA is also used to measure magnitude and phase of the microphones, which are
buffered by microphone preamplifiers.
The realisation of the multi-microphone impedance tube is shown in Figure 2.9.
2.4.1 Impedance Tube
The impedance tube is the heart of this measurement system. Sound waves travelling
inside of the impedance tube must be isolated from the outside world and any
interference from the measurement equipment must be minimised. For this reason,
the material and structure of the impedance tube must be selected carefully. Ideally,
the material should be rigid with a smooth, uniform surface to allow for plane sound
waves to travel normal to the wall with minimal interference. A large proportion of
the attenuation of the sound waves is caused by the surface of the impedance tube.
The impedance tube used in this instance was chosen to be PVC pressure piping for
its rigidity, availability, and ease of machining.
The impedance tube must be airtight to ensure the measured sound pressure is
correct. Air leaks can cause attenuation, reflections due to a change in impedance,
and high frequency noise. Points that are vulnerable to air leaks are around the load
and loudspeaker connection flange and the microphone ports. Both of these areas
were fitted with lubricated o-rings to prevent air leaks by applying pressure with
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Figure 2.9: Photograph of the multi-microphone impedance tube. This revision has
six microphones in five unique positions. The source is shown on the left end of the
impedance tube and the coupling interface for the load on the right end.
Impedance tube wall  
Clamping plate  O-ring  
Microphone 
Figure 2.10: Drawing showing the cross-section of microphone port with the imped-
ance tube. The microphone is flush with the impedance tube wall and the o-ring
prevents air leaks from within the tube.
the clamping plate, shown in Figure 2.10. The implemented build design is shown
in Figure 2.11. The flange also has a built in o-ring and a corresponding groove on
the mating face, a photograph of the coupling flange seal is show in Figure 2.12.
The inner diameter d of the tube determines the upper frequency limit fu of the
system. This is to prevent non-plane wave mode propagation from occurring, which
would interfere with the measurement of the plane waves.





Therefore, the 50 mm PVC tube used in this setup has an upper frequency limit of
4.0 kHz.
The lower frequency limit fl of the system is dependant on the microphone
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Figure 2.11: Photograph of microphone seal.
Figure 2.12: Photograph of the coupling flange and seal.
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Microphone A A’ B C D E
Position (m) -0.100 -0.100 -0.145 -0.213 -0.381 -0.803
Table 2.1: Microphone x-axis positions from the impedance tube coupling interface
used for the multi-microphone method.
spacing distance and phase detection resolution of the acquisition equipment. The
system is most accurate when the spacing between the microphones is a quarter of a
wavelength and their position lies on a node and an anti-node on the standing wave
pattern. At longer wavelengths, the system extrapolates two measurement points
that are relatively close together which causes any inaccuracies in the measurement
to be exaggerated when the standing wave pattern is reconstructed. If a minimum
distance of 5% of a wavelength is allowed between microphones then the impedance
tube apparatus with a microphone spacing of 0.703 m allows for a lower frequency
limit of 24 Hz.
2.4.2 Microphone Positioning
Given the upper and lower frequency limits of the system, the working frequency
range is over seven octaves. The accuracy of measurements within this range are
however not all usable with only two microphones. The standing wave pattern is
cyclic and repeats every half wavelength, therefore at wavelengths where the micro-
phones are a half wavelength apart the microphones are measuring the same point
in the waveform. The reduction of information from the duplicate measurement
causes the fit to be unsuccessful. The microphone positions were chosen to minimise
this effect by choosing positions where the distance between the microphones are
not multiples of each other.
The chosen positions of the microphones are given in table 2.1. In this configura-
tion, microphones 1 and 2 have the same x-axis position, but are on opposite sides
of the impedance tube. The purpose of this is to check that the two microphones
are measuring the same sound pressure level (SPL). If there are abnormalities in the
system the sound waves may not longer propagate in solely the x-axis which can be
detected by these microphones. The two microphones also increase confidence of
the measurement at the first position.
From the chosen positions the strength of the measurement at a particular fre-
quency can be determined by knowing where the measurement positions will lie
on the waveform. From this information a confidence of the measurement system
can be calculated at a given frequency and microphone positions. The confidence in




















Figure 2.13: Theoretical accuracy of the system due to microphone positioning.
The simulation is for a perfect acoustic short with zero phase shift. The additional
microphones increase the proportion of useful working frequency range.
The confidence is representation of the microphone positions where a confidence of
1 is where the microphones are in ideal positions and 0 when they are all measuring
the same point in the waveform.The Figure shows that even with 5 unique micro-
phone positions the confidence still drops below 20% at various frequencies. The
calculation code is available in appendix F.1.
2.4.3 Loudspeaker
A Visaton FRS 5 50 mm 5 W full-range loudspeaker is used as the source transducer.
The driving signal is from the 50Ω output on the 4395A which requires an audio
amplifier to drive the 8Ω loudspeaker. This function is performed by a 50 W high-
performance audio power amplifier1 based on the LM3876T [71], which has a 0.1%
THD from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
2.4.4 Microphones
Electret condenser microphone capsules2 are used to measure the sound pressure in
the impedance tube. The electret microphones require a voltage bias to operate, so
1A more detailed description and schematic of the amplifier is presented in appendix E.2.
2AM4011: A 10 mm capsule with a operating frequency range of 50–12500 Hz.
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they were interfaced to the 4395A via a custom op-amp pre-amp circuit3. The circuit
amplifies the input to near the full scale input of the VNA.
Consideration must also be given regarding the size and shape of the microphone.
The microphone should have minimal interference with sound travelling down the
impedance tube. To accomplish this, the face of the microphone is flush mounted
with the wall of the impedance tube. The width of the face can also be important to
the system’s ability to measure high frequencies because the pressure across the face
of the microphone in most cases will not be uniform, the microphone measurement
is an average of the sound pressure across the microphone face. Therefore, the
width of the face must be much smaller than the wavelength of interest, ideally of
infinitesimal width to achieve the greatest resolution. The 10 mm capsules are 12%
of the wavelength at the maximum cut off frequency of 4 kHz which is allowable
but some loss of resolution is expected.
2.4.5 Acquisition
An Agilent 4395A network/spectrum/impedance analyser is used for data acquisi-
tion. The 4395A is connected to a PC via a GPIB interface with custom C# software.
A network analyser was used for its superior magnitude and phase measurement
accuracy of ±0.05 dB and ±0.3 deg, respectively [72].
The reference port (used as the reference signal for phase measurement) of the
VNA was connected to a split from the oscillator output.
One difficulty of using a VNA is that only two ports can be connected at a time.
Furthermore, the VNA only measures one port at a time which can cause issues
if the test environment changes between each microphone measurement. Further
details are presented in appendix F.3.
2.5 Measurement Technique
The VNA only has two measurement ports which are read sequentially. The meas-
urement connections to each microphone must be shifted to the next microphone
after each measurement in order to measure all six microphones.
Typically when making RF measurements, the VNA measures directly from
the coupled ports of the directional coupler meaning that measurements contain
systematic error which can be calibrated out. However, when using the stand-wave
method the raw measured data must undergo processing before the directional data
can be obtained for error correction. The processing stages are shown in Figure 2.14 .
3Additional information is presented in appendix E.3.








Figure 2.14: Block diagram showing the stages of calibration.
2.5.1 Gain Compensation
Although the same model of microphones are used in each of the measurement
positions, they do not have identical frequency responses. Figure 2.15 shows the
variation between the microphones measuring an acoustic short from the same
position in the impedance tube. Microphone 2, which is in position A’, is not shown
in this compensation arrangement but is compensated and used later in this chapter
as a means to determine if Microphone 1 was measuring correctly.
Ideally, a matched load would be measured rather than an acoustic short so
that the frequency response would be relatively flat (free of nodes or anti-nodes).
However, creating a matched load would require an impedance tube of infinite
length, or an impedance tube with gradient of absorber in order to minimise the
reflected travelling wave. An alternate method was to measure the acoustic short
(for its strong repeatability) and find the relationships between the microphones
using linear regression. Figure 2.16 shows the relative phase and magnitudes of the
microphones when normalised to microphone 4.
After determining the normalisation matrix for the microphones, measured data
can be compensated to correct the varied gains between the microphones. Figure
2.17 shows the frequency responses of the microphones after the compensation
matrix has been applied. The program listing can be found in appendix F.5.




















































Figure 2.15: Uncompensated measurement of an acoustic short comparing the
microphone responses from the same position.




































Figure 2.16: Normalisation fits of the microphones against microphone 4. The
microphones gain and phase frequency dependence can be seen. The solid lines are
linear fits. The dotted lines are measured data.





















































Figure 2.17: Compensated measurement data of the acoustic short. The variance
between the microphones has been reduced significantly.









Figure 2.18: Reflection coefficient measurement of an acoustic short. The theoretical
value is unity.
2.6 Measurement of an Acoustic Short
An acoustic load with known reflection properties must be measured in order to
verify that the method is operating correctly. The simplest first step is to measure
an acoustic structure that can be determined with physics. A perfect acoustic short
when measured as a load produces a unity reflection coefficient and zero phase
shift. This can nearly be achieved in reality by using a solid, smooth, dense material
as a plate to seal the coupling end of the impedance tube. As previously shown
in Figure 2.2, the acoustic short produces the most unique standing-wave pattern
which allows for the strongest numerical fit. These are the reasons why it is used to
verify this method.
The error should be less than 1% for the device to be useful for high accuracy
and precision applications. Figure 2.18 shows the reflection coefficient calculated
from the fitted parameters. The error below 600 Hz is quite erratic, varying ±20%,
and at 300 Hz completely failing. From 600 Hz to 2800 Hz, the error varies between
5 and 10%. Above 2800 Hz, the method again has higher than usual error and breaks
down at 2900 Hz. An investigation to determine the source of the errors must take
place to be able to improve the accuracy of the the measurements. A good starting
point is to determine whether the numerical fit is functioning correctly.
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2.7 Numerical Fit Verification
An investigation is conducted into the boundary cases of the numerical fit to gain
more insight on how the fit is performing. Figure 2.19 shows the successful nu-
merical fit of a standing-wave pattern at 600 Hz to the six measured data points.
The reflection coefficient is calculated to be 0.98 which is close to the theoretical
value—which seems plausible. The difference can be accounted for in the non-ideal
materials and medium used. The sum of least squares fit error is −45 dB. The suc-
cess at this particular frequency can be attributed to how the microphone positions
happen to lie over key positions of the standing-wave pattern, namely both ends of
the phase flat sections and points near the magnitude nodes and anti-nodes.
Figure 2.20 shows the numerical fit of the previously shown erroneous point at
300 Hz from Figure 2.18. The magnitude fit appears effective with a least squares
error of 3.6 dB. However, the error in the fit of the phase data is apparent. If the
numerical fit only considers this phase data the resulting fit is shown in Figure 2.21.
The numerical fit successful determines the reflection coefficient to be 1.02.
The inconsistencies in the calculated reflection coefficients raise a few questions
about the robustness of the numerical fit. Is the numerical fit correctly solving to the
data or is the data not accurate enough to solve?
Figure 2.22 shows the reflection coefficients if the fit only uses the phase data
and Figure 2.23 show only using the magnitude data. Comparing these with the
original fit, previously shown Figure 2.18 produced with equation 2.17, it can be
seen that large portions of these fits return values close to theoretical.
Figure 2.24 shows the error caused by noise added to synthetic data. It can be
seen that certain frequencies are more susceptible to input error than others, due
to the where the microphone positions happen to lie on the standing wave pattern.
This can seen clearly in Figure 2.25 as well as the error in the results of the fitting
algorithm are proportional to the magnitude of noise added to the data. We might
have expected a weak algorithm to rise steeply at a point where the noise causes it
to breakdown and produce erroneous results. An alternate approach would be to
use a weighted combination of the magnitude and phase similar to the algorithms
presented by Douglas and Mandic [73].
2.8 Investigation into Error Sources
As mentioned earlier, the wavenumber, position, and pressure must be known in
order to solve the series simultaneous equations. Obtaining these values is not
trivial.
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Figure 2.19: Compensated data showing an excellent numerical fit of the standing-
wave pattern for an acoustic short at 600 Hz with a sum of least squares fit error of
−45 dB. The fit resulted in a near theoretically ideal |Γ| value of 0.98. The 0 x-axis
position is the plane of coupling flange.
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Figure 2.20: Erroneous fit of an acoustic short at 300 Hz. The resulting reflection
coefficient is 0.00.

















Figure 2.21: Numerical fit of an acoustic short at 300 Hz using only the phase data.
The resulting reflection coefficient is 1.02.








Figure 2.22: Reflection coefficient of an acoustic short only fitting to the phase data.
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Figure 2.24: Error caused by random noise added to synthetic measurement data.
The results are averaged over 1000 repetitions.




























Figure 2.25: Error caused by random noise added to synthetic measurement data.
The results are averaged over 1000 repetitions.
The wavenumber, shown previously in equation 2.2, is comprised of angular
frequency, the speed of sound, and the attenuation.
Angular frequency is set by the signal generator (in our case, the VNA). The
Agilent 4395A is specified at having a source frequency accuracy of less than
±5.5 ppm [72].
The speed of sound in the tube is dependant of the properties of the medium
(air) inside the impedance tube such that
c = 20.05
√
T + 273.15 (2.19)
where T is the temperature in degrees Celsius (◦C). Therefore an increase in temper-
ature from 20 ◦C to 25 ◦C causes a change of wavelength of -0.9%.
The cooling effect of the walls of the cavity can affect the impedance due to tem-
perature fluctuations. This effect was shown to have no significant effect above 20 Hz
for cavity volumes of 60 cm3 [18]. In an air-conditioned temperature-controlled room
the variation in environmental temperature was measured to be within 3◦C. Local
temperature variation due to energy dissipation of the equipment, mainly the loud-
speaker would likely introduce a small error which is minimised by allowing the
system to stabilise before measurements are made.
The attenuation of the sound waves in the impedance tube is mostly dependant
on frequency, with some dependence on temperature. Determining the attenuation
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Figure 2.26: Bespoke liquid-column manometer to test the air tightness of the
impedance tube.
can be performed with numerous methods. It can be determined prior to error
correction measurements. It can also be determined by using more than two micro-
phones and using the additional freedom in the simultaneous equations to solve for
attenuation too.
Determining the positions of the microphones is relatively straight forward. The
distance from the measurement plane (face of the coupling flange) to the centre of
the microphone, although they are not known exactly due to the microphone face
having a discrete size. There are some known asymmetries between the position the
microphone actually measures and the physical location [74].
The seals and airtightness of the impedance tube were tested with a custom
made liquid-column manometer, shown in Figure 2.26. A DC signal was applied
to the loudspeaker and the pressure within the impedance tube was shown on the
manometer. The pressure was slow to subside indicating the tube was well sealed.
Figure 2.27 shows the microphone and speaker stability test. The test was
performed over six hours to determine the magnitude and phase variance over time.
The magnitude was found to vary by −39 dB. This cyclic effect is most likely caused
by the air-conditioning switching on and off in the laboratory which would vary the
ambient temperature within the range discussed earlier. Further room temperature
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Figure 2.27: Microphone and loudspeaker stability test. The loudspeaker was driven
with a 2 kHz signal over six hours.
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control would be unfeasible for this project but temperature compensation could
yield marginal gains.
2.9 Conclusion
The investigation into the cause of the error shows that determining the forward
and reverse waves using multiple microphones relies heavily on the accuracy of
the microphone measurements. There are many variables which affect the meas-
urement of a microphone which are difficult to keep constant even in a controlled
environment. Using a VNA in this method for the superior phase accuracy may
have more drawbacks than advantages. The slow sequential data capture means
that the measurement points were not taken under identical conditions.
Reducing variability would produce more accurate results but the major problem
with this method is that any error in the measurement becomes exaggerated after
being transformed by each of the multiple post-processing stages. The effect is
that the method is unstable and only with difficulty can you achieve an accurate
measurement with high precision.
3
Acoustic Directional Coupler
In this chapter an introduction to why using a directional coupler could prove
successful is given in Section 3.1. The design of the system is described in Section
3.2.
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we explored the multi-microphone standing-wave method
as a possible system to resolve directionality, but foundit inherently contained errors
which could not be corrected by calibration.An alternate method was sort, where to
physically, rather than computationally, separate the travelling waves with a similar
technique developed for use in the RF domain.
3.1.1 Vector Network Analyser
The VNA has become a staple of the RF industry for measuring impedance with
high precision, accuracy, and repeatability since the 1960s. Two of the major features
of the VNA which allow such excellent impedance measurement are the calibration
routine and the directional couplers.
Of the two types of error, systematic and random, there is a large amount of
systematic error caused by imperfections in the equipment and setup. This error is
repeatable and proportional caused by specific features in the setup. The calibration
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of a directional coupler. A small portion of the travelling wave
propagating from P1 to P2 will only be received at P3. The waves travelling to P4
are a half wavelength out of phase and cancel.
routine involves determining the values of systematic error in a measurement and
correcting for them. Further details of calibration are discussed in Chapter 4.
The second major feature is the directional couplers which link directly back to
the calibration routine. The reason why these two are so well matched is that even
though the directional couplers can produce a large amount of error, most of which
is systematic and can be corrected by calibration. The bulk of the remaining random
error in the measurements can be corrected by intelligent averaging routines.
3.1.2 Directional Coupler
The directional coupler is a device which uses constructive and destructive interfer-
ence to separate a small proportion of a travelling wave depending on the direction
of propagation. This is useful as the standing wave pattern does not need to be
determined in order to find the magnitude and phase of the incident and reflected
waves—they can be measured directly.
Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of a two-aperture directional coupler design. The key
to the design is changing the distance, depending on direction, that the travelling
waves must travel to reach the coupled ports. With careful selection of the distance
between the apertures the directional coupler can be designed to work optimally
at a specific wavelength—a proportion of the signal that is propagating from P1
to P2 arrives at P3 and none at P4. However, at other frequencies the directional
coupler will not behave ideally, with more signal ending up at P4, and even at
certain harmonic frequencies the directionality can completely reverse. Directivity






















Figure 3.2: Directivity of a two-aperture coupler designed for 1 kHz.
ports i.e. P3/P4. The simple two-aperture design has a high directivity at the designed
frequency but is reduced within an octave as shown in Figure 3.2.
The coupling factor is the measure of the proportion of the incident wave being
received at the coupled port i.e. P3/P1. This can be tuned depending on the sensitivity
of the measurement devices on the coupled ports. If more signal-to-noise is required
the coupling factor can be increased to divert more power away from the main tube.
Alternately, the output power of the acoustic driver can be increased, but this may
lead to non-linear affects in the dampening materials due to air turbulence [75].
Typically when measuring the acoustic impedance of a material or element
it is more useful to measure it at a range of frequencies in order to find minima,
maxima, or just to identify trends. The narrow measurement frequencies of the
two-aperature design therefore has limited use. But, the design can be adjusted to
perform over a wider range of frequencies at the cost of directionality. The working
range of the coupler can be widened by adding additional apertures designed to
work at frequencies near the centre frequency [76]. Figure 3.3 shows directivity of
a coupler with additional apertures. The amplitude of the maxima and minima
have become less extreme and the directivity of the frequencies near the centre
are better performing. This flattening of the directivity is the limitation of this
frequency broadening technique. At a point the directionality becomes insufficient
to differentiate the amplitude of the forward and reverse waves causing the method
to fail. It is estimated that 15 dB of directivity is needed to resolve the magnitude



















Figure 3.3: Directivity of a four-aperture coupler designed for 1 kHz with an ad-
ditional coupled frequency which extends the bandwidth but also adds harmonic
interference with the main channel.
and phase of the travelling waves [62].
3.2 Design
The intent of the acoustic measurement device is to characterise materials or acoustic
elements over a wide range of frequencies. A proven acoustic coupler design
developed by Lagasse [77] was chosen which incorporates eight branches to achieve
a directivity of over 30 dB from 2250 to 4250 Hz connecting 30x30 mm waveguide,
shown in Figure 3.4. A rectangular waveguide was used in this design, as opposed
to the circular waveguide in the standing wave method, to simplify the mathematics
of the directional coupler. The design originates from an RF directional coupler
design method using Chebyshev and Butterworth polynomials proposed by Levy
and Lind in 1968 [76].
The acoustic directional coupler suffers from one of the limitations previously





for square tubes, where a is the inner width of the tube, to ensure only the fun-
damental mode is allowed to travel in the system. The implication of this is that
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of the acoustic directional coupler hardware.
directional couplers of different widths are required to extend the working frequency
range further.
The realisation of the directional coupler in a measurement system is shown in
Figure 3.5, where instead of using a 30x30 mm waveguide a 60x60 mm cross-section
is used. The effect of this is that the working frequency range of this design is shifted
down to between 750 Hz and 2200 Hz. The acoustic directional coupler consists of
two acoustic waveguides, the main line and the coupled line, connected via a series
of apertures. The coupled lines have matched acoustic impedance (Z0) terminations
to prevent reflections. Any reflections would reduce the directivity of the coupler.
The loudspeaker also has acoustically resistive material in front of it to minimise
reflections caused by the impedance change.
3.3 Hardware
The dimensioned technical drawing is available in appendix Figure E.1. In the
main line, a loudspeaker is at one end and a measurement flange at the other.
Two microphones are positioned near either end of the coupled line with acoustic
dampening material at the ends.
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Figure 3.6: MDF directional coupler.
The initial directional coupler prototype, shown in Figure 3.6, is made from
medium-density fibreboard (MDF) for the material’s rigidity and ease of construc-
tion. The wooden components are wood glued and screwed in place.
Matched acoustic loads for the coupled lines were also constructed in a similar
fashion, which appears in Figure 3.7. They contain triangular foam inserts to increase
the attenuation and reduce reflections caused by large changes of impedance.
The microphone measurement ports are drilled to the diameter of the micro-
phones so that they can be press-fitted in place to prevent any air-leaks or misalign-
ment.
3.3.1 Impedance Tube
Two versions of the acoustic directional coupler were fabricated, one from MDF
and another from transparent acrylic which appears in Figure 3.8. The acrylic has
a flatter and less porous surface than the MDF which causes less absorption and
reflections as the travelling wave passes down the tube and therefore increases
transmission.
Acoustic Loads
A set of acoustic loads were also made from MDF, shown in Figure 3.9, which have
precise dimensions allowing their acoustic properties to be calculated from acoustic
theory. The design and purpose of the acoustic loads is detailed in 4.5.
The absorbing acoustic loads, shown in Figure 3.10, are construct out of a variety
of foam densities which are more effective at absorbing sound at different frequen-
cies.
3.4 Acquisition
Behringer ECM 8000 microphones were used with built-in preamplifiers to allow
them to directly connect to the recording interface. A Presonus AudioBox 1818VSL is
used as the recording interface in this system. The interface has a 24-bit ADC which
can read up to 18 channels simultaneously at 96 kHz. The 1818VSL is interfaced
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Figure 3.7: Matched impedance load with attenuating material inside to prevent
reflections.
Figure 3.8: Photograph of the acoustic directional coupler fabricated from acrylic.
The source is on the bottom right with the coupling end on the left. The calibration
standards can be seen below. The Presonus AudioBox 1818VSL recording interface
is shown to the top left.
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Figure 3.9: MDF acoustic loads. Top: 450 mm offset open. Middle: 150 mm offset
short. Bottom: Short.
Figure 3.10: Foam wedges of different densities and lengths used as acoustic loads.
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with the PC via a custom C# program designed to continuously update the input
and output buffers of the recording interface. The software allows frequency sweeps
to be set up with various parameters. At each frequency step a sinusoidal waveform
is generated to be loaded into the input buffer of the 1818VSL to be driven by the
loudspeaker. The tone is output for a settling period of 2 seconds to ensure system
has stabilised, then 204,800 samples are taken over 2.13 seconds. Further details of
the acquisition code are presented in appendix F.4.
3.4.1 Discrete Fourier Transform
At each frequency step there are 204,800 magnitude measurements containing
random noise and other frequencies caused by the imperfect loudspeaker and
impedance tubes. The measured data is cropped to fit an integer multiple of the
wavelength of interest to prevent the waveform from having a discontinuity.The
only data of interest is at the reference frequency used to drive the loudspeaker.
In order to extract that data a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) can be applied to
produce one complex value representing the magnitude and phase of the measured
waveform with respect to the reference waveform. Oversampling the data by such a
large factor greatly increases the accuracy of the measurement at the cost of time.
The DFT MATLAB software source code is given in appendix F.6.
3.5 Measurement
The described system is sufficient to make acoustic impedance measurements, but
not with any degree of accuracy. The current measurements contains error from the
imperfections in the equipment and materials. In order to achieve greater accuracy





This chapter discusses the sources of error in the directional coupler method. Several
error-correction algorithms and various calibration standards are developed to
increase the accuracy of the acoustic impedance measurement.
4.1 Introduction
With any sort of measurement there is error in the reading which masks the true
value. The key to making accurate measurements is to determine possible sources of
error and develop algorithms to null these effects. The RF world has spent a sizeable
amount of time and money on developing techniques for use with high frequency
electromagnetic wave measurements, many of which can be used in the directional
coupler method.
4.2 Error Sources
Errors within a given system can be categorised as either random or systematic.
Random error is the variation from measurement to measurement. If enough
measurements are taken and averaged, the random error will tend to zero. The
amount of precision a measurement system is capable of is dominated by random
error. Smart methods of averaging will find the most efficient trade off between
measurement time/data with degrees of precision.
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Systematic error is constant each measurement, resulting in the loss of accuracy
to the true value. There are many different sources of systematic error in a given
measurement device, but the key aspect is that they stay the same for each measure-
ment which allows for a procedure to be developed to measure the resulting error
and correct for it.
Some of the various causes of error in impedance measurement systems and
their significance are discussed in the following section.
4.2.1 Attenuation
Attenuation is the loss of sound energy as the wave travels though a medium. The
energy is generally lost in the form of heat or transmitted to surrounding mediums.
The attenuation of a sound wave though a wave guide is often omitted for being
insignificant. However, for high precision and accuracy measurement systems each
source of error must be evaluated.
4.2.2 Directivity
In a directional coupler the directivity is a measure of the ability to separate the
forward signal and reverse travelling waves. In the case of a signal entering the
main forward port (P1), the directivity is the ratio of signal at the coupled port (P3)
to the reverse coupled port (P4). The directivity of the coupler is dependant on
frequency and is limited by unintentionally leaking to the reverse coupled port.
4.3 Error Model
The forms of error previously mentioned are caused by different phenomena in
multiple places in a system which can be difficult to visualise. A common tool to
describe error in the electromagnetic domain are signal-flow graphs.
4.3.1 Signal-flows Graphs
A signal-flow graph visually describes the relationships between variables by con-
necting them with functions, see Appendix D for further detail. Figure 4.1 shows
the signal-flow graph of the three term error model (described in the next section).
Each node represents a variable. In the figure the two nodes on the left represent
the incident (top) and received (bottom) travelling waves, which the ratio of which
yields the reflection coefficient.








Figure 4.1: 1-port error model where the dashed box is the Error Adapter. The
measured reflection coefficient Γm (including error) is on the left and the actual
reflection coefficient of the load on the right.
An arrow connecting two nodes represents a function applied to the first node
and the result received at the second node [78]. In the figure, a0 is connected to b0
by ed, where ed is a proportion of the incident signal that does not reach the load
but instead travels directly to the received node.
If multiple arrow functions meet at a node, the node is the sum of each of the
functions.
4.3.2 Three Term Error Model
When measuring the reflection coefficient of an unknown load the measured signal
is not solely from the load but the measurement device itself. The three term error
model (figure 4.1) is commonly used in VNAs to characterise the cumulative effect
of many of the systematic errors in a single port measurement system where:
ed is the directivity error;
es is the source match error;
er is the frequency response error [79].
Directivity error can be described as the leakage between the incident and received
travelling waves, including reflections from the impedance tube. The source match
error is the reflected signal back into the load caused by an impedance mismatch
between the source and load. The frequency response error is the vector sum of
the attenuation and phase mismatches caused by the length and properties of the
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impedance tube. As a note, there is also an error from a0 to a1 but this can be
ignored by normalising the other error term and allowing this to be unity.
4.4 1-Port Calibration
The calibration of a 1-port network goes as follows




Letting a = er − edes, equation 4.1 then becomes
Γm = ed + esΓΓm + aΓ. (4.2)
Equation 4.2 can then be applied to each of the three known calibration standard































er = a+ edes (4.5)
The actual S11 can be found by applying the error terms to the measured data with
Γ =
Γm − ed
es(Γm − ed) + er
. (4.6)
4.5 Calibration Standards
Most calibration methods vary only by the mathematical model given to the error
sources in the system and the calibration load used, such as quasi-infinite lengths,
closed, open, and tube length multiples.
The four variations of calibration standards are shown in Figure 4.2 and their






Figure 4.2: Diagram showing the various types of calibration standards used in this
calibration. (a) Open. (b) Short. (c) Offset short. (d) Known load with absorbing
material.
theoretical reflection coefficients of the various calibration standards are shown in
Figure 4.3.
4.5.1 Short
A “short” is then the measurement port is covered with a highly reflective material.
Ideally, the reflection coefficient Γ = +1 and the impedance is Z = ∞. The name is
analogous to the RF domain short which “short-circuits” the output connector; in
our case the waveguide is sealed closed. The short is practically the standard with
the least error when constructed due to not having a waveguide component [11]. A
short can be constructed with a solid material that is acoustically highly reflective
which mounts flush with the connection interface.
4.5.2 Offset Shorts
An offset short is a length of impedance tube with a short on the end. This has the
effect of changing the travel distance of the waves, therefore changing the phase.
Ideally, it would have a reflection coefficient of unity, but due to the attenuation of
the impedance tube walls there are small losses [30].












































Figure 4.3: Theoretical reflection coefficients of a short, 150 mm offset short, open,
and matched load.
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4.5.3 Open
An “open” is when the measurement port is disconnected, allowing the travelling
waves to move into free air. The reflected wave’s sign will be reversed as there is
an anti-node at the connection interface. The pressure at the interface will not be
zero though due to the geometry of the flange restricting the propagation of the
wave into the surrounding medium. The overall effect is that the open has a large
reactance and a resistance which is smaller by a factor of ka, where k is the wave
number and a is the radius of the tube [11].
In the EM domain a near ideal “open” calibration standard can be achieved due
to the large change in impedance between the electromagnetic waveguide and air
at the coupling interface [69]. However, in acoustics the open is a weak calibration
standard as there is only a small change of impedance between the impedance tube
and open air. The size and shape of the flanges at the coupling interface affect the
impedance of the open. The theoretical impedance Z = 0 and reflection coefficient
Γ = −1 of the open used in this system are shown in Figure 4.3.
4.5.4 Known Load
Known loads are loads with properties that have already been determined, generally
either by their physical geometry or by measurement of another device. Many
different shapes and materials can be used in combination to create loads which
have values that can be calculated, but they are more complex than the short and
open, so generally introduce more inaccuracy through estimation than they reduce.
4.5.5 Matched Load
An ideal matched load is an impedance tube of infinite length with the same charac-
teristic impedance of the measurement port. The affect of this is that the impedance
of the load is the same as the characteristic impedance of the wave guide, Z = Z0,
and the reflection coefficient is Γ = 0. This can be practically achieved by using
a horn, a long impedance tube, or an impedance tube with material of increasing
acoustic resistance, but the reflection coefficient will not be ideal and is not well
known. A solution to this problem is proposed in the next section.
4.6 Sliding Load Method
The calibration system depends on accurately knowing the reflection coefficient of
the calibration standards. Currently the only well known load is the short. The
offset shorts introduce the unknown attenuation coefficient of the impedance tube.
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300 mm  
offset
Figure 4.4: Diagram of the sliding load showing the movable wedge-shaped absorb-
ing plunger.
Instead of trying to make the matched load perfect, we can simulate the effect of
having one by utilising a physical characteristic of the load.
4.6.1 Theory
When measuring an ideal load, any signal that reached the load would not be
reflected. However in the real world there would inherently be some reflections due
to impedance mismatches in the system so a non-zero value would be measured.
The realisation of this load is constructed by using material which was empirically
found to absorb well over the working frequency range and shaping the material
into a wedge. Figure 4.4 shows a diagram of the sliding load. Ideally, the non-zero
magnitude impedance can be assumed to stay constant as the wedge is moved
down the impedance tube – only the phase changes. When plotting the measured
reflection coefficient on a real imaginary chart it results in a circle, at the centre of
which would be the measured reflection coefficient if the device were presented
with an ideal matched load [80]. In reality, the load has the unknown attenuation
coefficient of the impedance tube. This attenuation reduces the reflection coefficient
of the load and transforms the circle to a spiral, but because this is constant it can be
measured.
4.6.2 Circle Fitting Algorithm
The circle (or technically a spiral but can be approximated to a circle) is fitted with a
circle fitting algorithm by Taubin [81]. The fitting algorithm attempts to fit a circle to
the data which results in the smallest residual error. The fitted circle has a radius
and a centre position, where the radius of the circle represents the reflectivity of the
load. In other words, a large circle represents a highly reflective load and a small
circle being close to a matched load. As described above the centre position is used
as proxy for the ideal matched load in the calibration scheme.


























Figure 4.5: Sliding load circle fits.
4.6.3 Measurements
The sliding load was used to make measurements with a foam wedge previously
shown in the bottom of Figure 3.8. Figure 4.5 shows the fitted circles of a sliding load
at various frequencies. This can be plotted on a smith chart to show the variation of
reflection coefficient of the load and residual error of the system as shown in Figure
4.6.
Figure 4.7 shows the fitted circle of a piece of foam with a piece of acrylic attached
to the face to create a highly reflective sliding load, or a “sliding short”. The result is
a circle with a large radius. The frequency response of the sliding short is shown in
Figure 4.8. The radiuses of the load can also be interpreted in a manner similar to
an uncalibrated reflection coefficient, as shown in Figure 4.9. The large radiuses of
the sliding short show the spiralling effect more than the lossy sliding loads, which
leads on to measuring this effect in the next section.
4.7 Impedance Tube Attenuation
One of the negative effects of sliding a load down an impedance tube is that the
length of the impedance tube changes which causes increased attenuation with
distance. This effect is shown in the measured circles by the radius reducing in size
as the position increases. The result is a spiral with the pitch being proportional to
the attenuation of the tube.



































Figure 4.6: Sliding load plotted on a Smith chart. The trail shows the change in
impedance with frequency. The size of the circles indicate the absorption of the load.









Figure 4.7: Sliding short at 1250 Hz.





































Figure 4.9: Sliding load impedance.
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Figure 4.10: Sliding short at 4 frequencies showing the radius of the circle versus
displacement.
4.7.1 Spiral Fitting Algorithm
Using the circle fitting algorithm to determine the centre of the spiral the data can
be unwrapped to calculate the attenuation with respect to displacement as shown in
Figure 4.10. This process can be done for each measured frequency which allows for
a measure of the attenuation of the characteristic impedance tube with respect to
frequency as shown in Figure 4.11.
4.7.2 Calibration Standard Selection
The 1-port calibration requires at least three distinct known loads in order to produce
a successful calibration. Figure 4.12 shows the theoretical characteristics of the
various loads available for calibration. The problem lies in that the short and an
offset short will have the same phase at specific frequencies determined by the offset
distance. Therefore, to work well over the frequency range of the coupler, certain
calibration standard combinations can be used for specific frequencies. Figure 4.13
shows the selection of calibration standard based on measurement accuracy. The
calibration standard used is the one with the highest measurement confidence.






















Figure 4.11: Sliding short at 1250 Hz with the unwrapped measured data shown in
blue and the polynomial fit shown in green.












































Figure 4.12: Theoretical performance of calibration standards.
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In this chapter the calibrated acoustic vector network analyser is used to measure
several ’known’ reference standards and used practically to characterise the acoustic
properties of pasture. Section 5.2 discusses the reference standard measurements.
Measurements of soil and pasture are performed in Section 5.3.
5.1 Introduction
Several calibration standards were developed to calibrate the device but only three
were used in the three-term error correction. The unused calibration standards can
be used as reference standards to evaluate the performance of the calibration.
5.2 Reference Standards
Measurements of the reference standards further verify the validity of the calibrated
device. Figure 5.1 shows the raw results from measuring various available calibra-
tion standards. There is high variance of all three short-based calibration standards
outside of the usable frequency range but they are relatively similar across the
working range. The sliding load has an ideal magnitude due to assumptions when
making the measurement as previously discussed in Section 4.6. A comparison of
the 50 mm short measured data with the calibrated result is shown in Figure 5.2 .
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Figure 5.1: Uncalibrated reflection coefficients of various calibration standards.











































Figure 5.2: Measured versus theoretical 50mm calibration standard comparison.
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The bands of frequencies where the 50 mm standard was used in the calibration can
be seen where the value is exactly the same as the theoretical.
5.2.1 Time Dependence
The effectiveness of the calibration is greatest directly after calibrating with fresh
measurements of the three calibration standards. Over time the system drifts due
to various slow moving effects within the hardware and environment. The ef-
fectiveness of the measurement system can be shown in Figure 5.3 as the same
measurements of the short at different durations after calibration. After one hour
the measurement has an error of 1% at various frequencies and after 12 hours the
error increases to almost 5%.
The calibrated measurements were made directly after performing a new calib-
ration to ensure this error minimally influenced the results.
5.3 Pasture
The acoustic vector network analyser excels at characterising the impedance of a
material or object. One of the original motivations of this research was to measure
the acoustic properties of pasture to further aid the development of pasture meters.
Living plants are an interesting object to characterise as they have a unique shape,
texture and density – appearing quite different from typical acoustic mediums. A
simple approach to estimating the quantity by measuring the height of the pasture
with respect to the soil. This can be achieved by a device at an unknown height by
being able to detect the level of the soil and the pasture independently. Aylor [6]
developed a model for the sound attenuation of dense plantations by transmitting
random noise through reeds. This method simply transmitted sound from one side
of the reeds and measured at the other. He found that the attenuation increased
with leaf area density, plantation thickness, and frequency. The model only loosely
predicts the behaviour of herbaceous plants.
The pasture sample used in the measurement was perennial ryegrass – com-
monly used by dairy and beef farms in New Zealand. The grass sample taken from
the farm had the grass and layer of soil below; where the grass was on average
approximately 20 cm in length to the soil level; and the soil and root section was
15 cm. The measurements were made shortly after collecting the sample to ensure
the grass stayed in healthy condition and the soil properties changed as little as
possible.
Firstly, the grass and soil sample was cut to a “plug” to fit the same 60x60 mm
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Figure 5.3: Calibrated short measurement after 1 and 12 hours.
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SoilPasture
Figure 5.4: Pasture and soil plug in the impedance tube.
placed into the unterminated waveguide with the tips of the grass at the attachment
interface (x = 0) and the top of the soil starting at approximately x = 15 cm down
the sample holder. The setup essentially replicates measuring the grass in a paddock
from above including the soil below.
The grass was then cut from the soil with as little disturbance to their structure as
possible and each measured in the same sample holder waveguide as the previous
measurement.
The comparison between three different pasture and soil configurations is shown
in Figure 5.5 and 5.6 . The working range of the device is between 800 and 2200 Hz
so the results below and above these frequencies can be ignored. The pasture has a
reflection coefficient of −20 dB and decreases to −25 dB with increasing frequency.
The increasing ripple can be attributed to standing waves between the pasture and
the open end of the sample holder tube. The soil is shown to be highly reflective with
a reflection coefficient of 0.7 at 900 Hz and decreasing to 0.4 at 2000 Hz, therefore the
absorption and/or transmission of soil must be increasing with frequency. When
we look at the pasture and the soil in the sample holder together we see that the
reflection coefficient is similar in shape to soil alone, except that the magnitude
is approximately 0.2 less. We can conclude that since the pasture by itself has a
relatively small reflection coefficient that the majority of the difference between soil
and ’pasture+soil’ is due to the absorption of the pasture. It can be seen that the
pasture and soil together sample approaches the same measurement of just pasture
alone at higher frequencies—the soil can no longer be seen. To summarise:
• Pasture reflects a relatively small (−25 dB) amount of acoustic energy within
the working range.
• Pasture and soil absorbs sound well at low frequencies and absorption in-














































Figure 5.5: The magnitude and phase of the measured reflection coefficient of just
the pasture; pasture still attached to the soil; and only the soil.

























Figure 5.6: The magnitude of the reflection coefficient measurement in dB of pasture,
soil and pasture, and soil.
• Soil reflects well at low frequencies and decreases at higher frequencies.
From these observations we can conclude that pasture meters utilising the ultrasonic
frequencies will have difficulty transmitting through the pasture measuring echoes
from the soil but should work well for the pasture measurement. Frequencies of
2000 Hz or less should be utilised to determine the soil position.
6
Conclusion
This project successfully completed two implementations of an acoustic vector
network analyser; the first using the standing-wave method and the second using
an acoustic directional coupler.
The literature survey found that Price [55] described a system that appeared to
produce accurate results, but more detailed peer-reviewed publications were not
found which raises questions to the robustness of the method. Our implemented
design tried to use many of the successful aspects shown in the literature. The
method was found to be unreliable for two reasons; the fitting algorithm failed
at many frequencies and the method requires multiple calibration stages which
severely limit error-correction techniques.
Separating the travelling waves using the fitting method looked excellent on
paper but in practice we found that there were often microphone measurements
that produced contradicting results to the expected standing wave.
The other disadvantage is that the method requires microphone compensation
followed by applying the fitting algorithm before directional can be found. This
prevents effective error correction due to the data not being repeatable and therefore
unable to form an accurate error model of the system.
The directional coupler method utilises a mechanical, rather than computational,
method to separate the travelling waves. This method still has inherent error but it
is systematic so error-correction methods can be employed to minimise these effects.
A three-term error model was utilised to correct the directivity, source match and
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frequency response error in the coupler.
The constructed device performs well to an accuracy of±1.5 dB over a frequency
range from 800 to 2200 Hz, where previously the uncalibrated data varied by ±5 dB
as shown in figure 5.2. The sliding load proved to be a very useful tool when there
are no known loads available. It also yielded an accurate attenuation measurement
of the impedance tube by unwrapping the phase data. The constructed calibration
standards were shown to be non-ideal but good enough to provide meaningful
results. We suspect the majority of the error in the system can be attributed to
the construction of the system and the ’known’ values of the calibration standards.
Improving the coupler directivity will yield the greatest gains by increasing the
effective signal-to-noise ratio of the coupled directional data. The electromagnetic
VNA and calibration standards took decades to progress to the current state of fast,
accurate, and convenient measurements. The acoustic VNA could follow a similar
path with improved versions building upon the previous best systems.
6.1 Future Work
There are multiple areas for further possible research from this project.
• One of the limitations is the usable frequency range. The impedance tube and
coupler dimensions can be scaled up or down to shift the usable frequency
range. An investigation could be conducted into alternate coupler designs
which choose wider branch nodes to sacrifice more directionality for a wider
working range. In order for this sacrifice to be beneficial further efforts must be
made to increase signal to noise in the system. These should include improved
acoustic seals, a higher performance loudspeaker (preferably a piston driver),
microphones and amplifiers that a bigger budget would allow.
• Constructing improved calibration standards. Known resistive loads should
provide a more stable calibration due to smaller frequency dependent standing-
waves. With each increase in accuracy a better estimate of the actual value
of the calibration standards can be made, which in turn further improves
measurements. More than three calibration standards could also be used in
combination with an algorithm presented by Marks [82].
• Building an additional compatible AVNA would allow for a two-port calibra-
tion and to be able to determine the transmission and absorption coefficients of
the unknown loads. The two-port calibration also opens the doors to a variety
of new calibration standards and error models for faster and more accurate
measurements.
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• There is a vast amount of practical applications for an accurate acoustic char-
acterisation device. As agriculture is New Zealand’s largest export industry
it would seem logical to characterise a wide range of plants and pasture. A
variety of physical attributes such as moisture content, fibre content, length,




A.1 Reflection Coefficient at an Impedance Interface










respectively, where pr is the reflected wave, pi is the incident wave and pt is the
transmitted wave. The pressure on either side of the interface must be the same so
that
pi + pr = pt (A.3)
where the pressure on one side is the combination of the incident and reflected










and substituting equations A.1 and A.2 gives
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1 + Γ = T . (A.5)
The volume velocity U at the interface is also equal on either side such that
Ui −Ur = Ut (A.6)
noting that the reflected wave is negative as it is travelling in the opposite direction
to the incident and transmitted waves. Equation A.6 can be expressed in terms of p










where Z1 is the impedance on the incident and reflected side of the interface and Z2
is on the transmitted side. Rearranging and substituting equations A.1 and A.2 to
remove the pressure terms gives












Determining Acoustical Directionality in an















Abstract—Acoustic impedance of a port or object is a valuable
piece of knowledge describing how well sound is transmitted or
reflected. The commonly used slotted-line method is labourious
and time consuming, requiring manual movement to find the
maxima and minima at each frequency. This paper outlines a
technique to computationally determine the magnitude and phase
of the constituent travelling waves from the standing plane sound
wave measurements in an impedance tube. Measured magnitude
and phase data from multiple fixed microphones carefully spaced
along the length of the impedance tube is numerically fitted to
incident and reflected wave models, which can then be used to
calculate the complex acoustic impedance at each frequency of
interest.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to fully characterise the interaction of sound with
objects or materials has a wide range of applications, including
sound absorption materials, musical instruments [1], speaker
enclosures, exhaust systems [2], and ear canals [3]. Acoustic
impedance efficiently describes acoustic reflection, absorption,
and transmission for an element of a closed linear system.
These properties allow designers to use the most effective
material for a particular environment, or to optimise a design
to suit a specific purpose.
In the electrical domain, a vector network analyser (VNA)
is used to measure the s-parameters with high precision and
accuracy by mixing and down converting the signal and
reference sources. In order to do this, the forward and reverse
travelling waves must be separated. A VNA utilises directional
couplers to physically separate these waves by intelligent
design with constructive and destructive interference. In the
acoustical domain this mechanism is difficult to achieve due
to the physical characteristics of sound in air.
Prior to the VNA, the slotted-line method was commonly
used to determine the directional waves. This was done by
allowing a standing wave signal (caused by the superposition
of the incident and reflected plane waves) to stabilise in a
transmission line and measure specific points of the standing
wave through a small slot to find the standing wave ratio
(SWR). This same theory can be applied to the acoustic
domain [4][5] using an acoustic impedance tube and a movable
microphone. One of the limitations with this method is that it
is laborious and time consuming as the microphone must be
manually moved to find the maxima and minima for each fre-
quency. This method can also produce small errors attributed
to the physical interference of the movable microphone with
the sound waves inside the tube.
This paper will explore the concept that the SWR can
instead be determined by placing multiple fixed microphones
at various spacings along the length of the impedance tube
and numerically fitting the standing wave interference pattern
to the measured data points.
II. TEST APPARATUS
The apparatus as shown in fig. 2 is a length of circular tube
with a loudspeaker mounted to the left end and a flange to the
other. Microphones are inserted so as their faces are flush with
the inner surface of the tube and have o-ring seals to minimise
any possible interference with the plane waves. [6] states the
upper frequency limit fu is limited by the inner diameter d of





where c is the speed of sound in air. Above fu, higher-order
modes take effect and the sound waves are no longer planar.
Fig. 1 shows the system diagram. A VNA is used to measure
the magnitude and phase from each microphone. Each input
is referenced from the RF out. The VNA mixes the received
signal with the output signal in order to isolate and only
measure the frequency of interest. The loudspeaker is driven
by an audio amplifier with the signal from the RF out of the
VNA. A dual channel pre-amplifier was built to enable the
microphones have full scale deflection over the VNA input
voltage range.
III. MEASUREMENT METHOD
The raw measured data is passed through two stages of
processing as shown in fig. 3.
A. Gain Compensation
The low-cost microphones are purchased uncalibrated, so
they inherently have slightly different gain profiles. The gain
and phase profile of each microphone is measured in the
same position along the impedance tube with a solid covered
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Figure 1. Multi-microphone apparatus.
Figure 2. Acoustic impedance tube.
end. This situation allows the uncompensated gains (shown
in fig. 4) to be compared and normalised (shown in fig. 5)
to one arbitrary microphone in a repeatable environment. A
linear least squares fit of the normalisation matrix is then
applied to raw measurement data sets. The effectiveness of
the compensation matrix is shown in fig. 6. A high signal
amplitude was used to ensure high signal to noise ratio across
all of the frequencies. It should be noted that because of this






















































































Figure 5. Magnitudes normalised to microphone 4 are shown with the dotted
traces and the corresponding least-squares fit shown with a solid line.
B. Directionality
1) Standing Wave Model: An accurate model of the meas-
ured sound pressure must be developed in order to decompose
the standing wave into the constituent travelling plane waves.
The general form for the sound pressure of a travelling wave
can be represented at any point on the x-axis and time t by
p(x, t) = Aej(ωt−kx+φ) (2)

























































ω = 2πf = angular frequency,
c = speed of sound in air,
φ = phase shift,
α = attenuation constant.
Letting A = Aejφ and dropping ωt by using the phasor
representation, the sound pressure of the incident (positive







respectively. Using the superposition theory, the actual meas-
ured magnitude and phase of the sound pressure by the













The standing wave patterns are shown in fig. 7 for a
range of reflection coefficients. If the impedance tube has a
















































































Figure 8. Fitted and measured data of a covered end at 840 Hz.
would be produced in the following conditions ZL = Z0,
ZL = 3Z0, and ZL = ∞, respectively. The corresponding
standing wave pattern expected in the impedance tube is shown
in fig. 7. An excellent fit can be achieved due to the strong
functions of both the magnitude and phase and by selecting
the microphone positions carefully so that they lie across the
features of the wave.
2) Implementation: MATLAB is used to fit the standing
wave pattern (shown in fig. 8) to the measured data by allowing
the non-linear solver to vary the magnitude and phase of the
































Figure 9. Reflection coefficient and phase of a covered end.
forward and reverse waves while attempting to minimise the
least-squares error between the measured (pmeas) and fitted




errreal = <(pfit − pmeas)








The fitting algorithm is run individually for each step in the
frequency sweep to determine the acoustic impedance. Fig.
9 shows the acoustic impedance of the covered end which
theoretically should have a reflection coefficient of 1 and a
constant phase. The erroneous results below 500 Hz is caused
by the microphone voltage clipping due to impedance tube and
loudspeaker resonating at those frequencies. This effect can be
corrected by lowering the amplitude of the driving signal but
was chosen not to so to increase the accuracy of the majority
mid-range frequencies. The disparity at 3155 Hz is caused by
the 5 microphone measurements coincidentally falling on the
same position of the waveform so not providing enough data
for an accurate fit.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The acoustic impedance measurements show that this
method is a viable alternative to the slotted line method,
although there are multiple issues that need to be addressed
to improve reliability and accuracy. The precision of the
magnitude and phase measurements has a large influence on
the resulting fit, which means for this method to be improved,
either higher quality microphones should be used or a more
detailed calibration routine implemented. Extra elements also
need to be included in the standing wave model such as
amplitude decay from the tube material and gas losses. The
speed of sound should also be intelligently measured precisely
in order to further reduce errors rather than an estimate from
room temperature.
The next stage of this work should include measuring vari-
ous known physical elements to compare with the theoretical
values and provide more calibration data.
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Acoustic Vector-Corrected Impedance Meter
Jonathan Scott, Senior Member, IEEE, and Kyle Pennington
Abstract—We describe the development of a novel instru-
ment intended for the measurement of the acoustical reflection
coefficient of materials. The instrument effectively implements
a 1-port, vector-corrected, network analyzer in the acoustic,
rather than the electromagnetic, domain. Employing the well-
documented methods of error correction familiar to microwave
engineers, this instrument permits automated measurement of
an acoustic impedance presented to a waveguide port. A dual
directional coupler allows a working frequency range of well
over an octave. In principle, a set of 6 couplers would allow
measurement from 100 Hertz to 50,000 Hertz.
Index Terms—Acoustic measurements, acoustic impedance,
acoustic reflection, impedance measurement, impedance tube,
vector correction, network analyzer.
I. INTRODUCTION
The vector network analyzer is a familiar and powerful
instrument that has been employed for many decades to obtain
very accurate impedance measurements in high-frequency
systems involving travelling waves and whose operating wave-
lengths range from tens of metres to fractions of millimetres
[1]. Given good impedance standards against which to cali-
brate, it is capable of very good accuracy and superb resolution
and repeatability [2]–[4]. Figure 1(a) shows the notional block
diagram of a one-port Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) or
Vector Impedance Meter (VIM). Such an instrument consists
of a signal source, a mechanism for detection (separation) of
the travelling waves carrying energy forward and backwards
along a transmission line, an electronics package called a
“vector receiver” that is able to measure the magnitude and
phase of the travelling waves, and a load whose complex
impedance is to be measured. The measurement yields an
estimate of the ratio of incident and reflected waves, the
reflection coefficient looking into the load, sometimes called
the input scattering parameter









where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the line connecting
the measurement system to the load, a1 is the incident travel-
ling wave magnitude, and b1 the reflected wave magnitude.
Figure 1(b) presents a block representation of a microwave
impedance meter as it was routinely implemented by the
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Fig. 1. (a) Notional form of a 1-port vector impedance measurement
instrument. (b) Block diagram of an electromagnetic-waveguide impedance
measurement system employing a slotted-line and a moveable detector. (c)
Block diagram of a modern impedance measurement system using directional
couplers.
1950s. Microwave signals can be conveyed in waveguide, and
a slotted waveguide provides physical access to the standing
wave pattern present in a waveguide transmission line as a
result of a given load [5]. The measurement system needs only
to measure position and magnitude of the standing wave in the
guide. Phase calibration is achieved by temporarily replacing
the load with a short (typically a cover plate on the guide
flange) and noting the positions of the magnitude minima.
The shift in position and depth of the minima, with the load
in place of the short, allow the complex ratio of the forward
and reverse travelling waves to be found.
Figure 1(c) shows the more familiar block diagram of a
modern, swept-frequency, 1-port, network analyzer. In this
instrument a reflectometer or directional coupler replaces
the slotted line [1]. For reasons of convenience and band-
width most VNAs use coaxial transmission lines below about
67 GHz. For high-power systems and for all systems above
110 GHz waveguide is used. Imperfections in the receivers,
directional networks, and interconnecting transmission lines
mean that these systems must be calibrated through measure-
ment of a set of known impedance standards. The calibration,
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referred to as vector correction, corrects for all imperfections.
The process thus provides a path for traceability in the mea-
surement, through the standards. In the case of a single-port
impedance measurement, three known standards are required.
The theory for such a calibration is presented in the Appendix.
II. ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT
Measurement of acoustic impedance is also of interest.
The wavelengths of sound and ultrasound waves span the
same range as that of electromagnetic signals from High-
Frequency (HF) to Millimetre-Wave (mmW) as addressed
by VNAs, and so the measurement challenges in the two
domains have a lot in common. Various different approaches
for acoustic impedance measurement have been reported in
the literature. As in the case for electromagnetic (EM) energy,
acoustic energy may be transmitted through a waveguide or
“impedance tube”. All reported methods employ some sort of
waveguide [6]–[16].1
The acoustic attenuator method essentially establishes an
impedance divider in the guide [6]–[9]. Unfortunately, calibra-
tion of such systems leaves a lot to be desired. The most rigor-
ous example is perhaps [8], for which the impedance reference
is the calculated values of a series of closed tubes, and whose
results rely on the source impedance of the measurement sys-
tem. In [9] the source is contrived to offer a high characteristic
impedance, reducing the dependence of the results upon its
value. Rather than an impedance divider, the idea is to deliver
a constant acoustic energy, analagous to measuring impedance
with a current source. This is achieved with a capillary tube.
A single closed tube is used for the calibration. The closed-
tube complex impedance, like those of [8], is calculated from
theoretical expectations, a mechanism similar to the practice
for development of standards in the microwave domain. This
approach, where it can be implemented, is accurate provided
the capilliary tube is of negligibly-high impedance. While it
provides laudable results for the particular application in [9],
the capilliary impedance is not accounted for in the calibration,
and could affect measurements.
Measurement standards published for the guidance of
acoustics companies use the standing-wave ratio (SWR)
method [10], [11]. These methods are not exactly convenient,
requiring a variety of delicate corrections, and in the end
they are essentially equivalent to the slotted-line method of
microwave fame, as they work back from the SWR in the guide
without resolving the directional components explicitly [12].
The acoustic world is different from the electromagnetic in a
number of ways. For example, it is not possible to construct a
slotted waveguide as it is in the electromagnetic case, since any
breach in the walls will radiate energy. One option is to move a
microphone in the guide in some fashion that does not require
an open breach in the tube, and trust that the mechanism causes
a negligible disturbance, as is anticipated in [10].
1It should be noted that there are a number of reports in the literature
of ingenious and well-developed acoustic measurements carried out in “free
space”, without benefit of a guide for the waves, see for example [17]. These
must always present difficulty for traceable calibration, as it is not possible
to reliably account for the dispersion of the transmission medium. This is the
equivalent of attempting electromagnetic calibration in general in dispersive
transmission lines such as coplanar waveguide or microstrip [18].
In theory, directional flows can be resolved in both electro-
magnetic and acoustic waveguides by sampling the magnitude
of the standing wave at a number of fixed points. The familiar
scalloped magnitude function is then fitted to the measured
values, and the magnitudes of maxima and minima deduced
once the function is found, as has been done in [13], [14]. After
considerable investment of effort, our experience suggests that
this method is less than reliable, especially in the presence of
noise and measurement uncertainties, because of the need for
a numerical fit [16].
An acoustic directional coupler developed using the theories
originally used to design microwave waveguide couplers has
been reported in [19]. We have constructed a number of
such couplers, and assembled an acoustic instrument of the
type represented in Figure 1(c). A photograph of a vector
impedance meter assembled around one such coupler con-
structed in transparent acrylic material appears in figure 2.
A block diagram of the acoustic hardware appears in figure 3.
The waveguide inside dimension is 60mm x 60mm. The
coupler-source assembly is made with 14mm-thick walls of
clear acrylic. The offset loads are made with 5mm-thick
acrylic walls. Each load-coupler junction consists of machined
surfaces held in intimate contact by four, 4mm, stainless-steel
bolts running through flanges on the loads and screwed into
threaded holes tapped into the thicker coupler walls. Audio
input and output of signals is achieved with 24-bit resolution
using a Presonus AudioBox 1818VSL interfaced to a PC
running MatLab. The microphones are Behringer ECM 8000
units. The source transducer is an 8-Ohm Visaton FRS 5 2.5-
inch driver. The expected working frequency of the coupler
is nominally 1–2kHz, but directivity drops off in the acoustic
version less sharply than in the electromagnetic case, and we
observed usable directivity from 750Hz at the lower end to
2.25kHz at the upper end.
This class of instrument requires known standards for
calibration. As in the case of the rectangular-pipe style of
electromagnetic waveguide, there is no such thing as an “open”
(infinite impedance) load, so calibrations such as the popular
SOLT type routinely employed with coaxial transmission lines
[4] are not possible. Nevertheless, full vector calibration can
be carried out on 1-port electromagnetic waveguide systems,
and this is the approach that we will explore in this manuscript.
Fig. 2. Photograph of the directional coupler with a loudspeaker source
and microphones attached. The source is at the right bottom of the coupler.
The coupler has been constructed in transparent acrylic so that the parts are
visible. The audio interface with 24-bit ADCs is shown at left rear. Two offset
closed pipes and the sliding load are shown in front of the coupler. The ruler
in the rear right of the image is 300mm long to show scale.





Fig. 3. Block diagram of the acoustic hardware. Microphones sense the
sound pressure level in the two side arms of the coupler. The source is a small
loudspeaker mounted behind an attenuating pad constructed of the same foam
rubber used to make the loads.
known loads, as explained in the appendix. The simplest and
most accurate load will be a “short”, implemented as a sealed
plate over the waveguide opening. In the electromagnetic
domain the short standard has a reflection coefficient of unit
magnitude and π radians phase. An acoustic short has unit
magnitude and zero phase. Provision of the other two known
loads is much more complicated, and represents the greatest
difficulty in realising an Acoustic Vector-corrected Impedance
Meter (AVIM).
III. SLIDING LOAD STANDARD
An ideal load reflects none of the incident energy. If a load
is to be used as a standard, the quality of calibration depends
upon the extent to which it is possible to determine the ΓMLOAD
that would result from signals bM1 and a
M
1 measured with
such a perfect match presented at the measurement plane. If
a load can be constructed whose residual reflection coefficient
does not change with position along the waveguide, these
desired measurements may be determined irrespective of the
actual residual reflection coefficient with judicious choice of
positions, using a mathematical process [20]. Consider the
construction presented in figure 4. A realisation is visible
at the front left of figure 2. Neglecting loss in the offset,
and assuming the absorber is imperfect but moveable without
change in a uniform guide, it will result in an impedance that
describes a circle on the Smith Chart as the load moves along
the waveguide. This occurs because the phase alone of the
reflected energy is swept with position, and the sliding load
would appear to a perfect meter as a circle whose centre lies at
the centre of the Smith Chart. The centre of the circle actually
measured represents the value that would be returned by the
imperfect meter if the load were ideal.
300 mm  
offset
Fig. 4. A sliding load constructed as a wedge-shaped absorbing plunger.
The extent to which one can realise a load whose character-
istics do not change as it is moved along a section of lossless
waveguide is reflected in the extent to which the returned data
represent a circle. The quality of the original load is reflected
by the radius of the circle. The proximity of the circle’s centre
to the centre of the Smith Chart reflects the uncorrected quality
of the analyzer hardware, essentially the raw directivity of the
system. Thus measurement of a sliding load can say a lot about
the quality of the hardware.
Figure 5 presents the result of measuring a sliding load at
a number of positions. Note that the frequency range of the
measurements extends beyond that over which the coupler is
expected to work. The circles are all quite small. Over the ex-
pected working frequency range their centres give a reflection
coefficient of less than -20dB before calibration. This shows
that our coupler is giving good directivity. From the circle
radii it can be seen that, at the majority of frequencies, the
load has a return loss of 40dB or more, and in all cases it is
better than 20dB. This confirms that the load has adequately
high return loss. It is also sufficiently invariant with position
so that the circle model fits the data very well.
Fig. 5. Uncorrected measurements of the sliding load and the circles fitted to
the data. Points nominally outside the usable frequency range of the coupler
(800–2200 Hz) have been labelled with the measurement frequency. The right-
hand image is a zoom of the centre of the Smith Chart at left.
IV. OFFSET SHORT STANDARDS
Since an “open” standard does not exist in waveguide, so-
called “offset shorts”, in the form of lengths of waveguide
sealed at the end, are used to realise the final impedance
standards. In the acoustic case, more so than the electro-
magnetic case, loss in the offsetting line contributes to the
perceived impedance of an offset short. In order to establish
the impedance presented by an offset short, line loss must be
found. We again resort to a sliding method, this time pre-
senting a sliding reflection. The expected result of measuring
a sliding reflection is again a circle on the Smith Chart if
the line were to be lossless. In the case of a lossy offset
transmission line, the action of sliding the reflector results
in a spiral trajectory on the Smith Chart, as the length of
line increases. The instantaneous radius of the spiral reduces
as the length of lossy line increases. If the “slope” of the
spiral—that is the rate at which its radius falls with plunger
displacement—can be determined from such a measurement it
becomes possible to calculate the impedance that is presented
by a short of given offset, that is a closed pipe of known
length. We fitted spirals to the data at each frequency using
the algorithm of Taubin [21].
Figure 6 depicts two spirals plotted from the measured
ΓMLOAD at representative frequencies and a number of positions
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of a substantially reflective plunger with known sequential
displacements. The center of the spiral at each frequency
and the rate of amplitude reduction with distance were found
using [21]. Figure 7 shows some results after carrying out this
procedure.
Fig. 6. Example spiral traces on the Smith Chart obtained by plotting
measured, uncorrected, reflection coefficients at individual frequencies as a
function of plunger position. Example spirals are shown at 1kHz and 2kHz.
The data at 2kHz is shown in blue with the data points numbered sequentially
with plunger position. Data at 1kHz is red with diamond symbols.

















Fig. 7. Measured values of spiral radius against plunger displacement at some
example frequencies (solid lines) compared to the values predicted from the
fit (dashed lines).
Integrating the results, figure 8 shows the estimated loss in
dB per meter as a function of frequency. Using this data, the
expected impedances of the two offset shorts visible at the
front in figure 2 were calculated.
Different offset loads have been characterised. The require-
ments for a robust calibration are that the three standard
impedances used be spaced apart on the Smith Chart. Since
we rely on a load, a short, and an offset short, the length
of the offset needs to be distant from a multiple of half a
wavelength, in order that the two impedance values whose
Fig. 8. Plot of the loss per metre of sound waves propagating through acrylic
waveguide as a function of frequency found from linear fits to the estimates
of spiral radii.
reflection coefficient approaches 1 do not coincide. It is usually
considered that a spacing of at least 30o on the chart is
satisfactory. For the spread of frequencies here at least two
shorts, in addition to the zero-length one, will be required.
V. CONSISTENCY CHECK
At any single frequency the AVIM is calibrated using the
plain short, the sliding load in a number of positions, and
one or other of the offset shorts. The particular offset short
is selected according to the relative proximity of the expected
impedance to that of the plain short. Figure 9 shows the result
of measuring the 300mm offset short with the instrument once
calibration has been carried out. Of course, the result is a
perfect reproduction of its calculated impedance at frequencies
where that standard is used as one of the three reference
impedances. At other frequencies the errors of the instrument
are evident. The errors after calibration appear to be in the
region of ±1.0 to 1.5dB, which corresponds to a range of
12–19% of uncertainty in sound pressure level (SPL).
VI. MEASUREMENT OF SOIL AND PASTURE
Our interest in this work is to characterise the acoustic
“visibility” of pasture above soil. Our pasture sample was
freshly-cut perennial ryegrass, averaging 20cm in height, rep-
resentative of what is found in paddocks and open land in dairy
areas of New Zealand. It was transferred to the test waveguide
promptly, preserving the soil integrity, and it was maintained
in typical healthy conditions during the measurement. We
repeated measurements to ensure that the sample was not
degrading or materially changing. The entire process took only
a few hours.
We first measured the reflection coefficient of the pasture,
still rooted in a compacted soil sample, essentially a small
square of soil with grass growing up from it extracted without
disturbance. This was placed in the same open-ended length
5










































Fig. 9. Plot of the magnitude and phase of the first offset short. The regions
where the calibration did not use this particular standard show the errors
arising from the standard definitions we have used. Elsewhere the result is
perfect to numerical precision by definition.
of transparent acryllic waveguide with 60mm x 60mm cross
section and the same 5mm wall thickness used for the charac-
terisation of offset loss as described above. We then measured
the acoustic reflection coefficient of a sample of compacted
soil by itself, and a sample of harvested pasture, both in the
same sample guide. The results of these measurements are
depicted in figure 10.
We should ignore the results below about 800Hz and above
about 2200Hz where coupler performance is falling away. In
the usable range, the grass shows a reflection coefficient of
-20dB or smaller. This indicates that in this frequency range
the grass reflects very little energy, less than 1%, with all of it
being either absorbed or transmitted. We attribute the ripples
visible at higher frequencies to interference with equally-small
reflections from the environment behind the pasture material,
an absorber in front of the open-end of the sample tube.
On the other hand, the compacted soil sample reflected
about half of the incident power at 1kHz. The fraction reflected
fell steadily with frequency so that at 2kHz three-quarters of
the power is absorbed and one-quarter reflected.
























Fig. 10. Plot of the magnitude of S11 with samples in an acoustic waveguide.
The grass sample had the sliding load behind it when no soil was present.
The presence of a load behind the soil sample had no effect.
When grass and soil are observed together, we see that 3–
6dB less energy is returned than in the case of the soil alone.
Since a relatively small fraction of energy is reflected from
the grass, as evidenced from the grass-alone trace, we must
conclude that the grass is absorbing a good deal of the energy,
1.5–3dB on each pass (the 3–6dB represents loss from a return
trip through the grass). We may thus infer that
1) Soil reflects sound energy relatively well at low frequen-
cies;
2) Soil reflects less energy at higher frequencies (2kHz
and above) than it does at low frequencies (800Hz and
below);
3) Grass reflects little acoustic energy, about 1%, with no
obvious trend with frequency;
4) Grass absorbs energy, about 10dB/meter at 1500Hz, with
absorption increasing at higher frequencies.
These observations account for the inability of ultrasonic-
based pasture meters to obtain a reliable measurement of the
height of pasture. Rather, they achieve only a measurement of
the distance to the top of the sward, since the echo from the
ground is weak because of both the low reflection from the
soil and the attenuation of the pasture.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have constructed a vector impedance meter, essentially
by realising the first 1-port vector network analyzer (VNA)
in the acoustic rather than the electromagnetic domain. The
directivity of the hardware is adequate for calibration over
a frequency ratio of almost 3:1. We believe the accuracy to
be around ±1.5dB, limited by the availability of techniques
and standards against which the instrument is calibrated. There
remains much work to be done on this aspect of the instrument.
The electromagnetic VNA advanced over a number of
decades to provide fast, convenient measurement of impedance
with very high accuracy and traceability. We have already
taken advantage of several of the advances applied to the
EM version of VNAs to speed development of this acoustic
version. The current instrument represents a level of sophis-
tication roughly corresponding with that of the VNA of 3
6
decades ago. This instrument promises to provide the same
advantages in the acoustic realm as are afforded by the VNA
in the EM domain. We believe it will prove to have application
in architecture, sound reproduction, musical instrument design,
biomedical diagnostics, and agriculture.
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APPENDIX
CALIBRATION OF A 1-PORT VECTOR METER
The waves actually measured by the receiving system in
instruments of the type portrayed in figure 1(c) are aM1 and






where the measured signals bM1 and a
M
1 have been corrupted
by the imperfections of the directional detection hardware. We
seek a method of obtaining ΓLOAD given ΓMLOAD.
Using the well-known technique of modeling the circuit
as an ideal VNA connected to the port through an error
network [22], the flow diagram of figure 11 follows from the
theory of signal graphs [23], [24] and some algebra yields the
equation:











where the error terms Ed1 = I11, Es1 = I22, and Er1 =
I12I21 are the three error coefficients required at each calibra-
tion frequency. Their values (at each individual frequency) are
determined by measuring three known terminations, typically
two reflective and a resistive load. This determination of the
error coefficients (“calibration”) is accomplished by observing
that equation 4 may be manipulated to become:
ΓMLOAD = Ed1 +(Er1−Es1Ed1)ΓLOAD+Es1ΓMLOADΓLOAD (6)
which, after a change of variable, has the form
k1 = x+ k2y + k3z (7)
where the ki are obtained from measurements of the known
reflection coefficients, and x, y and z quickly yield Ed1 = x,
Es1 = z and Er1 = y + xz. After measuring three known
loads the solution of three complex linear equations in three
unknowns may be carried out with standard matrix arithmetic,
giving values for the error coefficients. Thereafter equation (5)
yields ΓLOAD given ΓMLOAD.
Fig. 11. Flow diagram for analysis of errors in a 1-port measurement network.
The load impedance ΓIN appears as ΓMIN as a result of the error network
represented by the coefficients Ixy .
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C
Smith Chart
The Smith chart is a tool commonly used by RF engineers to display and assist in
solving impedance problems. Figure C.1 shows an example of a Smith chart. They





where ZL is the impedance of the load and Z0 is the characteristic impedance of
connecting impedance line. The chart contains imaginary impedances from negative
infinity to positive infinity and all positive real impedances.
The Smith chart also provides a fast method to convert the normalised impedance
to a reflection coefficient which is represented by the distance from the centre of the
chart, 0 at the centre and 1 at the outside edge. This can be used to match a load to
the impedance line by increasing or decreasing the impedance in order to move the
load to the centre of the chart.
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Figure C.1: Example of a Smith Chart showing the positions of the important load
impedances and reflection coefficients.
D
Scattering Parameters
Scattering parameters can be used to describe a steady-state network. For a two-port
network, the parameters are the ratios of input, a, and output, b, signals travelling
to and from each of the two ports. Figure D.1 shows a the scattering parameters for




the complex reflection coefficient.
A signal flow graph is another way of representing the input and output signals
at the ports of a network where the right-travelling signals are on the top and the
left-travelling signals are on the bottom. Reflected portions of the signals are shown
as a vertical line with an arrow connecting the left and right travelling waves [78,83].
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Figure D.1: Scattering parameters and the equivalent signal flow graph.
E
Hardware
E.1 Acoustic Directional Coupler
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Figure E.1: Technical drawing of the acoustic directional coupler.
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Figure E.2: Schematic diagram of the 50 W audio amplifier.
E.2 50 W Audio Amplifier
The schematic diagram of the audio amplifier is shown in Figure E.2.
E.3 Microphone Pre-amps
The schematic diagram of the microphone pre-amps is shown in Figure E.3 and the
realisation appears in Figure E.4.
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Figure E.3: Schematic diagram of the pre-amp circuit.
Figure E.4: Photograph of the pre-amp PCB.
F
Software
F.1 Impedance Tube Confidence
1 micLoc = [ −0.100 , −0.100 , −0.145 , −0.213 , −0.381 , −0 .803] ;
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 % G e n e r a t e S y n t h e t i c Data
4 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
5 f = 1 0 : 1 0 : 5 0 0 0 ;
6 x = 0: −0 .001 : −1 ;
7 nLocs = s ize ( micLoc , 2 ) ;
8 nFreq = s ize ( f , 2 ) ;
9 nX = s ize ( x , 2 ) ;
10 y = zeros ( nFreq , nLocs ) ;
11 for k =1: nFreq
12 for m=1:nX
13 f r e q = f ( k ) ;
14 A0 = 1 ;
15 Ai = 0 ;
16 R0 = 1 ;
17 Ri = 0 ;
18 alpha = 0 ;
19 y ( k ,m) = waveEq (A0 , Ai , R0 , Ri , alpha , x (m) , f r e q ) ;
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23 z = 0 ;
24 for m= 1 : ( nLocs−1)
25 f igure ( 1 ) ;
26 for n=(m+1) : nLocs
27 z = z +1;
28 for k =1: nFreq
29 ym = waveEq (A0 , Ai , R0 , Ri , alpha , micLoc (m) , f ( k ) ) ;
30 yn = waveEq (A0 , Ai , R0 , Ri , alpha , micLoc ( n ) , f ( k ) ) ;
31 phaseShi f t = di f fAngle ( 0 , Ai − Ri ) /2;
32 wl = 344/ f ( k ) ;
33 quarterWl = wl /4;
34 w l S h i f t = wl∗phaseShi f t /(2∗pi ) ; %f i r s t
maximum o c c u r s h e r e on x−a x i s
35 s epera t ion = abs ( micLoc ( n ) − micLoc (m) ) ;
36 remConf = rem ( seperat ion , wl/2) ;
37 sepConfidence = abs ( remConf ) /quarterWl ;
38 i f sepConfidence > 1
39 sepConfidence = 2 − sepConfidence ;
40 end
41
42 posConfidence1 = rem ( ( micLoc (m) − w l S h i f t ) / −
quarterWl , 1 ) ;
43 posConfidence1 = posConfidence1 − 0 . 5 ;
44 posConfidence1 = posConfidence1 ∗2 ;
45 posConfidence1 = abs ( posConfidence1 ) ;
46 posConfidence2 = rem ( ( micLoc ( n ) − w l S h i f t ) / −
quarterWl , 1 ) ;
47 posConfidence2 = posConfidence2 − 0 . 5 ;
48 posConfidence2 = posConfidence2 ∗2 ;
49 posConfidence2 = abs ( posConfidence2 ) ;
50
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55 plot ( f , to ta lConf ( z , : ) ) ;
56 hold a l l ;
57 end
58 end
59 maxConf = max ( tota lConf , [ ] , 1 ) ;
60 f igure ( ) ; colorMap = k o o l _ c o l o r s ( 2 , 1 ) ;
61 plot ( f , maxConf∗100 , ’ Color ’ , colorMap ( 1 , : ) ) xlabel ( ’
Frequency (Hz) ’ ) ylabel ( ’ Confidence (%) ’ )
F.2 Fitting Algorithm
Listing F.1: Fitting error algorithm program listing.
1 function y=recfun ( a , Xexp , Yexp , f )
2 x = Xexp ;
3 A0 = a ( 1 ) ;
4 Ai = a ( 2 ) ;
5 R0 = a ( 3 ) ;
6 Ri = a ( 4 ) ;
7 alpha = a ( 5 ) ;
8 alpha = 0 ; % comment t o e n a b l e d e c a y o p t i m i s a t i o n
9 Ycal = waveEq (A0 , Ai , R0 , Ri , alpha , x , f ) ;
10 r e a l E r r = r e a l ( Ycal ) − r e a l ( Yexp ) ;
11 imagErr = imag ( Ycal ) − imag ( Yexp ) ;
12 y = r e a l E r r .^2 + imagErr . ^ 2 ;
13 ave = ( abs ( Ycal ) + abs ( Yexp ) )/ 2 + 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 ;
14 y = y ./ ave ;
15 end
Listing F.2: Wave equation program listing.
1 function y=waveEq (A0 , Ai , R0 , Ri , a , x , f )
2 k = 2∗pi∗ f /344;
3 A = A0∗exp (1 i ∗Ai ) ;
4 R = R0∗exp (1 i ∗Ri ) ;
5 y = A∗exp (1 i ∗ ( k∗(−x ) ) − x∗a ) + R∗exp (1 i ∗ ( k∗ ( x ) ) + x∗a ) ;
6 end
F.3 VNA Acquisition
The graphical user interface (GUI) is shown in Figure F.3 which sets up automated
testing and frequency sweeps.

















































Figure F.2: Iterations the optimiser performed at each frequency for an acoustic
short. The maximum function evaluations of 500 can be seen.
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Figure F.3: Graphical user interface of the custom 4395A interface software.
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Figure F.4: Graphical user interface of the AudioBox Controller software.
F.4 AudioBox Acquisition
The GUI is shown in Figure F.4 used to interface with the AudioBox and collect data.
F.5 GenerateSweep
Listing F.3: GenerateSweep program listing. Used to convert raw data files to
compensated data files.
1 function [ f , m] = GenerateSweep ( rawDir , varargin )
2 % f i l e : Genera t eSweep .m
3 % v e r s i o n 1 . 0 − 3 1 / 1 0 / 2 0 1 2
4 % This mat l ab s u b r o u t i n e r e a d s a l l Raw Data F i l e s ( . r d f ) in a
d i r e c t o r y and
5 % c o m p e n s a t e s t h e ga in o f e a c h microphone , th en o u t p u t s a
Compensated Data
6 % F i l e ( . c d f ) .
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7 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
8 % O p t i o n a l arguments
9 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
10 % ’ graph ’ ’ on ’ | ’ o f f ’
11 graph = f a l s e ; %d e f a u l t
12 overwrite = f a l s e ;
13 cleanup = f a l s e ;
14 s e t t l i n g = 0 ;
15 N = length ( varargin ) ;
16 i f mod(N, 2 ) ==1
17 e r r o r ( ’gainComp : An odd number of opt iona l arguments ! ’ ) ;
18 end
19 for j = 1 : 2 :N
20 arg = varargin ( j ) ;
21 arg = ce l l2mat ( arg ) ;
22 switch arg
23 case ’ graph ’
24 i f strcmp ( varargin ( j +1) , ’ on ’ )
25 graph = true ;
26 end
27 case ’ overwrite ’
28 i f strcmp ( varargin ( j +1) , ’ t rue ’ )
29 overwrite = true ;
30 end
31 case ’ cleanup ’
32 i f strcmp ( varargin ( j +1) , ’ t rue ’ )
33 cleanup = true ;
34 end
35 case ’ s e t t l i n g ’







43 newPath = [ rawDir ’/sweep . cdf ’ ] ; % remove o l d e x t e n s i o n
and new
44 e x i s t s = ( e x i s t ( newPath , ’ f i l e ’ ) ~= 0) ; % c h e c k i f ou tp ut f i l e
a l r e a d y e x i s t s
45 haveData = f a l s e ;
46 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
47 % Read F i l e s and P r o c e s s
48 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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49 i f ~ e x i s t s || overwrite || graph
50
51 cd ( rawDir ) ;
52 d i r I n f o = dir ( ’ ∗ . rdf ’ ) ;
53 numOfFiles = length ( d i r I n f o ) ;
54 h = waitbar ( 0 , ’ I n i t i a l i z i n g waitbar . . . ’ ) ;
55
56 for i =1 : numOfFiles
57 [ header data ] = LoadRawCapture ( d i r I n f o ( i ) . name) ;
58 f ( i ) = header . frequency ;
59 Fs = header . samplerate ; % Sampling f r e q u e n c y
60 T = 1/Fs ; % Sample t ime
61 L = s ize ( data , 1 ) ; % Length o f s i g n a l
62 t = ( 0 : L−1)∗T ; % Time v e c t o r
63 % FFT PLOT
64 i f graph
65 f igure ( 1 ) ;
66 c l f ;
67 plot ( data ( : , 1 ) , ’ b ’ )
68 hold on ;
69 plot (1000∗ t , data ( : , 2 ) , ’ r ’ )
70 xlabel ( ’ time ( m i l l i s e c o n d s ) ’ )
71 ylabel ( ’Y( t ) ’ )
72 t i t l e ( [ ’ Frequency = ’ i n t 2 s t r ( f ( i ) ) ’Hz ’ ] ) ;
73 legend ( ’ a ’ , ’ b ’ ) ;
74 % s e t ( gc f , ’ P o s i t i o n ’ , g e t ( 0 , ’ S c r e e n s i z e ’ ) ) ; % Maximize
f i g u r e .
75 end
76 % d e t e r m i n e p h a s e and magnitude us ing l i n e a r r e g r e s s i o n
77 m( i , : ) = Fil teredDFT ( data , f ( i ) , Fs , ’ s e t t l i n g ’ , num2str (
s e t t l i n g ) ) ;
78 haveData = true ;
79
80 i f cleanup
81 delete ( d i r I n f o ( i ) . name) ;
82 end
83
84 waitbar ( i /numOfFiles , h , ’ Process ing . . . ’ )
85 end
86 c lose ( h )
87 end
88 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
89 % Read Saved Data
90 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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91 i f ~haveData
92 [ header data ] = LoadDataFile ( newPath ) ;
93 [ f , m] = ConvertToComplex ( data ) ;
94 end
95 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
96 % P l o t s
97 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
98 i f graph
99
100 f igure ( ) ;
101 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 1 ) ;
102 plot ( f , mag2db ( abs (m( : , 1 ) ) ) ) ;
103 hold a l l ;
104 plot ( f , mag2db ( abs (m( : , 2 ) ) ) ) ;
105 ylabel ( ’ Magnitude ( dB ) ’ ) ;
106 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) ;
107 plot ( f , angle (m( : , 1 ) ) ) ;
108 hold a l l ;
109 plot ( f , angle (m( : , 2 ) ) ) ;
110 ylabel ( ’ Phase ( rad ) ’ ) ;
111 xlabel ( ’ Frequency (Hz) ’ )
112 end
113 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
114 % Write d a t a t o f i l e
115 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
116
117 i f overwrite || ~ e x i s t s
118
119 f i d = fopen ( newPath , ’w’ ) ;
120
121 % Write f i l e h e a d e r
122 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’% −20s%s\r\n ’ , ’ Device : ’ , header . device ) ;
123 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’% −20s%s\r\n ’ , ’ Date : ’ , header . date ) ;
124 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’% −20s%s\r\n ’ , ’Waveform : ’ , header . waveform ) ;
125 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’% −20s%d\r\n ’ , ’ Sample Rate (Hz) : ’ , header .
samplerate ) ;
126 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’% −20s%d\r\n ’ , ’ S t a r t Freq (Hz) : ’ , f ( 1 ) ) ;
127 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’% −20s%d\r\n ’ , ’ Stop Freq (Hz) : ’ , f ( end ) ) ;
128 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’% −20s%d\r\n ’ , ’ Steps : ’ , s ize ( f , 2 ) ) ;
129 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’\r\n ’ ) ;
130 % w r i t e column h e a d e r
131 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’%−14s ’ , ’ Freq (Hz) ’ ) ;
132 for j =1 : s ize (m, 2 )
133 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’\ t%−14s ’ , ’ Magnitude ’ ) ;
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134 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’\ t%−14s ’ , ’ Phase ( rad ) ’ ) ;
135 end
136 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’\r\n ’ ) ;
137 % w r i t e d a t a
138 for k =1: s ize (m, 1 )
139 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’%−+14E ’ , f ( k ) ) ;
140 for j =1 : s ize (m, 2 )
141 mag = abs (m( k , j ) ) ;
142 phs = angle (m( k , j ) ) ;
143 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’\ t%−+14E ’ , mag) ;
144 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’\ t%−+14E ’ , phs ) ;
145 end
146 f p r i n t f ( f id , ’\r\n ’ ) ;
147 end
148 f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
149 end
F.6 Processing
Listing F.4: Discrete Fourier transform algorithm.
1 T = 1/Fs ; % Sample t ime
2 L = s ize ( data , 1 ) ; % Length o f s i g n a l
3 t = ( 0 : L−1)∗T ; % Time v e c t o r
4 X = ones ( L , 3 ) ; % DC
5 X ( : , 2 ) = cos (2∗ pi∗ f ∗ t ) ’ ; % Rea l
6 X ( : , 3 ) = sin (2∗ pi∗ f ∗ t ) ’ ; % Imaginary
7 beta = X \ data ;
8 amp = sqr t ( beta ( 2 , : ) .^2 + beta ( 3 , : ) . ^ 2 ) ;
9 phase = atan2 ( beta ( 3 , : ) , beta ( 2 , : ) ) ;
10 m = amp .∗ exp (1 i ∗phase ) ;
F.7 Vector Calibration
Listing F.5: 1-Port calibration program listing.
1 N = s ize ( gmeas , 1 ) ;
2 estd = zeros (N, 3 ) ;
3 for m = 1 :N
4 matA = [1 gstd (m, 1 ) . ∗ gmeas (m, 1 ) gstd (m, 1 ) ;
5 1 gstd (m, 2 ) . ∗ gmeas (m, 2 ) gstd (m, 2 ) ;
6 1 gstd (m, 3 ) . ∗ gmeas (m, 3 ) gstd (m, 3 ) ] ;
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7 B = gmeas (m, : ) ’ ;
8 estd (m, : ) = matA\B ;
9 estd (m, 3 ) = estd (m, 3 ) + estd (m, 1 ) ∗ estd (m, 2 ) ;
10 end
F.8 Theoretical Calibration Standard Generation
Listing F.6: Calibration standard generation program listing.
1 function gamma = GenerateCalStandard ( f , type , o f f s e t , varargin )
2 %
3 % g e n e r a t e C a l S t a n d a r d
4 % G e n e r a t e s t h e i d e a l r e f k e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s o f c a l s t a n d a r d s
o v e r t h e d e s i r e d
5 % f r e q u e n c y range .
6 %
7 % Usage :




11 % P a r a m e t e r s and o utp ut :
12 % f 1xN Frequency range .
13 % t y p e Load t y p e : ’ s h o r t ’ , ’ open ’ , o r ’ l oad ’
14 % o f f s e t D i s t a n c e in m e t r e s .
15 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
16 % O p t i o n a l arguments
17 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
18 % ’ graph ’ ’ on ’ | ’ o f f ’
19 a t t e n u a t i o n = 0 ; %d e f a u l t
20 p_at t = [2 .50198798022228 e−07 −0.00204450900646237] ;
21 radius = 0 . 0 1 5 ; % r a d i u s in m e t r e s
22 speedOfSound = 3 4 4 ;
23 N = length ( varargin ) ;
24 i f mod(N, 2 ) ==1
25 e r r o r ( ’gainComp : An odd number of opt iona l arguments ! ’ ) ;
26 end
27 for j = 1 : 2 :N
28 arg = varargin ( j ) ;
29 arg = ce l l2mat ( arg ) ;
30 switch arg
31 case ’ a t t e n u a t i o n ’
32 a t t e n u a t i o n = ce l l2mat ( varargin ( j +1) ) ;
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33
34 case ’ radius ’
35 radius = ce l l2mat ( varargin ( j +1) ) ;
36
37 case ’ c ’





43 N = s ize ( f , 1 ) ;
44 c = speedOfSound∗ones (N, 1 ) ;
45 o f f s e t = 2∗ o f f s e t ∗ones (N, 1 ) ;
46 wavelength = c ./ f ;
47 k = 2∗pi∗ f ./ c ;
48 r a t i o = k . ∗ radius ;
49 i f strcmp ( type , ’ shor t ’ )
50 t h e t a = o f f s e t ./ wavelength ;
51 n = f i x ( t h e t a ) ;
52 t h e t a = t h e t a ∗2∗pi ;
53 remainder = o f f s e t − n . ∗wavelength ;
54 phase = 2∗pi∗ remainder ./ wavelength ;
55 a t t = polyval ( p_att , f ) .∗ t h e t a ;
56
57 gamma = (1+ a t t ) . ∗ exp (1 i ∗phase ) ;
58
59 e l s e i f strcmp ( type , ’ open ’ )
60 o f f s e t = 0 .61∗ radius ∗2∗ones (N, 1 ) ; % end c o r r e c t i o n f o r
an u n f l a n g e d open
61 n = f i x ( o f f s e t ./ wavelength ) ;
62 remainder = o f f s e t − n . ∗wavelength ;
63 phase = 2∗pi∗ remainder ./ wavelength ;
64 r e a l = ( ( k∗ radius ) . ^ 2 ) /2 − ( ( k∗ radius ) . ^ 4 ) /12 + ( ( k∗ radius )
. ^ 6 ) /144;
65 imag = 4/pi ∗ (2∗k∗ radius /3 − ( ( 2∗ k∗ radius ) . ^ 3 ) /45 + ( ( 2∗ k∗
radius ) . ^ 5 ) /1575) ;
66 %gamma = mag .∗ exp (1 i ∗ p h a s e ) ;
67 gamma = r e a l + 1 j ∗imag ;
68
69 e l s e i f strcmp ( type , ’ load ’ )
70 gamma = zeros (N, 1 ) ;
71
72 e lse
73 e r r o r ( ’ I n v a l i d type ’ ) ;
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74 end
F.9 Circle Fit
Listing F.7: Circle fit program listing by G. Taubin [81].




4 % C i r c l e f i t by Taubin
5 % G. Taubin , " E s t i m a t i o n Of P la nar Curves , S u r f a c e s And
Nonplanar
6 % Space Curves D e f i n e d By I m p l i c i t Equat i ons ,
With
7 % A p p l i c a t i o n s To Edge And Range Image
S e g m e n t a t i o n " ,
8 % IEEE Trans . PAMI, Vol . 13 , p a g e s 1115−1138 , ( 1 9 9 1 )
9 %
10 % Input : XY( n , 2 ) i s t h e a r r a y o f c o o r d i n a t e s o f n p o i n t s x ( i )
=XY( i , 1 ) , y ( i ) =XY( i , 2 )
11 %
12 % Output : Par = [ a b R] i s t h e f i t t i n g c i r c l e :
13 % c e n t e r ( a , b ) and r a d i u s R
14 %
15 % Note : t h i s f i t d o e s not use b u i l t −in m at r i x f u n c t i o n s (
e x c e p t "mean ") ,
16 % so i t can be e a s i l y programmed in any programming




19 n = s ize (XY, 1 ) ; % number o f d a t a p o i n t s
20 cent ro id = mean (XY) ; % t h e c e n t r o i d o f t h e d a t a s e t
21 % computing moments ( n o t e : a l l moments w i l l be normed , i . e .
d i v i d e d by n )
22 Mxx = 0 ; Myy = 0 ; Mxy = 0 ; Mxz = 0 ; Myz = 0 ; Mzz = 0 ;
23 for i =1 :n
24 Xi = XY( i , 1 ) − cent r o id ( 1 ) ; % c e n t e r i n g d a t a
25 Yi = XY( i , 2 ) − cent r o id ( 2 ) ; % c e n t e r i n g d a t a
26 Zi = Xi∗Xi + Yi∗Yi ;
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27 Mxy = Mxy + Xi∗Yi ;
28 Mxx = Mxx + Xi∗Xi ;
29 Myy = Myy + Yi∗Yi ;
30 Mxz = Mxz + Xi∗Zi ;
31 Myz = Myz + Yi∗Zi ;
32 Mzz = Mzz + Zi∗Zi ;
33 end
34 Mxx = Mxx/n ;
35 Myy = Myy/n ;
36 Mxy = Mxy/n ;
37 Mxz = Mxz/n ;
38 Myz = Myz/n ;
39 Mzz = Mzz/n ;
40 % computing t h e c o e f f i c i e n t s o f t h e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c p o l y n o m i a l
41 Mz = Mxx + Myy;
42 Cov_xy = Mxx∗Myy − Mxy∗Mxy;
43 A3 = 4∗Mz;
44 A2 = −3∗Mz∗Mz − Mzz ;
45 A1 = Mzz∗Mz + 4∗Cov_xy∗Mz − Mxz∗Mxz − Myz∗Myz − Mz∗Mz∗Mz;
46 A0 = Mxz∗Mxz∗Myy + Myz∗Myz∗Mxx − Mzz∗Cov_xy − 2∗Mxz∗Myz∗Mxy + Mz∗
Mz∗Cov_xy ;
47 A22 = A2 + A2 ;
48 A33 = A3 + A3 + A3 ;
49 xnew = 0 ;
50 ynew = 1e +20;
51 eps i lon = 1e−12;
52 IterMax = 2 0 ;
53 % Newton ’ s method s t a r t i n g a t x=0
54 for i t e r =1: IterMax
55 yold = ynew ;
56 ynew = A0 + xnew∗ (A1 + xnew∗ (A2 + xnew∗A3) ) ;
57 i f abs (ynew) > abs ( yold )
58 disp ( ’Newton−Taubin goes wrong d i r e c t i o n : |ynew| > |yold| ’ )
;
59 xnew = 0 ;
60 break ;
61 end
62 Dy = A1 + xnew∗ ( A22 + xnew∗A33 ) ;
63 xold = xnew ;
64 xnew = xold − ynew/Dy ;
65 i f ( abs ( ( xnew−xold ) /xnew ) < eps i lon ) , break , end
66 i f ( i t e r >= IterMax )
67 disp ( ’Newton−Taubin w i l l not converge ’ ) ;
68 xnew = 0 ;
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69 end
70 i f ( xnew < 0 . )
71 f p r i n t f ( 1 , ’Newton−Taubin negat ive root : x=%f \n ’ ,xnew ) ;
72 xnew = 0 ;
73 end
74 end
75 % computing t h e c i r c l e p a r a m e t e r s
76 DET = xnew∗xnew − xnew∗Mz + Cov_xy ;
77 Center = [Mxz∗ (Myy−xnew )−Myz∗Mxy , Myz∗ (Mxx−xnew )−Mxz∗Mxy]/DET/2;
78 a = Center ( 1 ) +cen t ro id ( 1 ) ;
79 b = Center ( 2 ) +cen t ro id ( 2 ) ;
80 R = sqr t ( Center∗Center ’+Mz) ;
81 %par = [ Cen t e r+ c e n t r o i d , s q r t ( Ce nt e r ∗Center ’+Mz) ] ;
82 end % C i r c l e F i t B y T a u b i n
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